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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an encoder apparatus. The present invention also relates to a method for
generating a reference signal by an encoder apparatus.

Description of Related Art

[0002] In many industrial applications there is a need to monitor the movement of a movable part. Such monitoring
requires the delivery of an encoder output signal indicative of the movement, or indicative of the position of the movable
part.
[0003] It is known to provide an encoder apparatus wherein the encoder output signal is generated in dependence on
a detected magnetic field. A magnetic encoder may include a magnetic scale that can be installed on a rotatable shaft
of a machine. US 2010/0207617 A1 discloses an incremental encoder for detection of the movement of a shaft comprising
a scale having a series of spaced magnetic marks mounted on the circumference of the shaft. A read head is mounted
on another machine part so as to pass along the scale, the read head including a first set of detectors 16-1 for sensing
the scale marks, and generating a pulsed signal in response to rotational movement of the shaft and scale in relation to
the read head. In order to be able to generate an encoder output signal indicating not only incremental movement of the
shaft, but also providing a position output signal, a counter is used for counting the pulses of the pulsed signal, the
counter value being indicative of the position. In order for the counter value to reflect the position of the shaft within a
single revolution, it is known to provide the magnetic scale with a magnetic reference marker. In this manner the reference
marker is used for generating a reference signal once per shaft revolution in response to the magnetic reference marker
passing a separate second set of reference sensors 16-2 provided in the read head, as disclosed in US 2010/0207617
A1. Providing a separate reference marker next to the scale requires additional space, which may not be available, as
pointed out in US 2010/0207617 A1. As a solution to this problem US 2010/0207617 A1 teaches to provide the reference
mark by further magnetising the scale in a region of one of the existing pole pitches so as to produce a reference signal.
The further magnetisation extends across only a part of the width of the scale, covering less than half of the width, so
that the incremental signals may be read undisturbed, according to US 2010/0207617 A1.
[0004] An objective of the present invention is to provide an improved encoder system. A further objective is to provide
a method for generating a reference signal by an encoder system.

Summary

[0005] The above objectives are solved by an encoder for detection of rotational movement of a rotatable shaft in
relation to a part of a machine according to claim 1 and a method for generating a reference signal by an encoder
according to claim 15.
[0006] The encoder includes a scale device for attachment to a circumference of the shaft, and the scale device having
a width and a length. The scale device includes a first magnetic scale pattern including a plurality of magnetic pole
elements provided with a first predetermined division in the direction of the length so as to generate a first magnetic field
pattern at a first distance from a surface of the scale device. A signal generator is provided for mounting on the machine
part, the signal generator including a housing. The signal generator also includes a first output terminal suitable for
providing an encoder output signal indicative of a relative change in position between the signal generator and the scale
device. The signal generator includes a second output terminal suitable for providing a reference signal indicative of a
rotational position of the shaft. The signal generator further includes a first magneto-electric transducer head having a
first magneto-electric transducer adapted to generate a first electric signal in response to detection of the magnetic field
pattern so that the first electric signal varies periodically in dependence on the first magnetic field pattern such that the
variation exhibits a first wavelength, which depends on the first predetermined division when the first magneto-electric
transducer moves along the first magnetic scale pattern. The signal generator also includes a second magneto-electric
transducer head having a second magneto-electric transducer adapted to generate a second electric signal in response
to detection of the first magnetic field pattern so that the second electric signal varies periodically in dependence on the
first magnetic field pattern such that the variation exhibits the first wavelength dependent on the first predetermined
division when the second magneto-electric transducer moves along the first magnetic scale pattern. The signal generator
also includes a first signal processing unit, which includes: a first device adapted to generate a periodically varying first
digital signal in dependence on the first electric signal such that the variation of the first digital signal exhibits the first
wavelength when the first magneto-electric transducer moves along the first magnetic scale pattern; and a second device
adapted to generate a periodically varying second digital signal in dependence on the second electric signal such that
the variation of the second digital signal exhibits the first wavelength when the second magneto-electric transducer
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moves along the first magnetic scale pattern. The scale device includes at least one gap between ends of the first
magnetic scale pattern. The signal generator further includes an analyzer adapted to generate a scale gap indicator
signal in dependence on an analysis involving the first digital signal, or an analysis involving the second digital signal
and/or a comparative analysis involving the first digital signal and the second digital signal. Moreover, the signal generator
includes an output signal producer adapted to produce the encoder output signal in dependence on the first digital signal
and the second digital signal, and the output signal producer is adapted to produce the reference signal in dependence
on the scale gap indicator signal.
[0007] This arrangement provides for a reference signal at least once per revolution of the rotatable shaft, while
eliminating the need to make the scale so wide as to allow for the provision of a separate magnetic reference mark.
Hence, whereas U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2010/0207617 describes to reserve almost half of the width of
the scale for a separate magnetic reference mark, which would appear to require a rather wide scale when also requiring
the first set of detectors 16-1 to read the incremental signals undisturbed from the other half of the width, the width of
the scale device described herein may be made narrower. The encoder output signal may be an incremental signal
which is indicative of a change in position. The encoder output signal may also be indicative of a rotational position of
the shaft.
[0008] Moreover, the housing of the signal generator may also be made small with respect to the physical extension
in the direction parallel to the axis of rotation of the shaft, since, in contrast to the U.S. Patent Application Publication
No. 2010/0207617, this eliminates the need for a separate second set of reference sensors positioned so as to read the
magnetic reference marker from one half of the scale width while allowing the first set of detectors to read the incremental
signals undisturbed from the other half of the scale width.
[0009] Moreover, it is noted that large shafts, such as, e.g. shafts having a diameter of 50 cm or more, may have an
axial play, i.e., the shaft may inadvertently move during operation, in a direction parallel to the axis of shaft rotation,
which also is the direction of the width of the scale device. If such movement occurs, the position of the magneto-electric
transducer head may also be shifted in relation to the width of the scale. The arrangement described herein allows for
mounting of the signal generator including the magneto-electric transducer head on the machine part, so as to allow the
axial play to move the scale device a distance substantially equal to half the width of the scale device, while maintaining
magneto electric detection, when the signal generator has been mounted at an optimum position.
[0010] The fact that the magnetic scale pattern generates a magnetic field pattern at a first distance from a surface of
the scale device, in combination with the ability of the magneto-electric transducers to generate electric signals in
response to detection of the magnetic field pattern may render a non-contact detection. In effect, no movable part of the
encoder is in physical contact with any other part of the encoder, thereby, e.g., rendering an encoder which is free from
mechanical wear. Hence, the configuration described herein may provide an encoder having a very long, or even
unlimited, service life. The longevity feature of this non-contact detection is particularly advantageous in connection with
the use of the encoder in machines which are difficult or cumbersome to maintain, such as a wind power station. In a
wind power station, the encoder may be mounted to detect the movement of the rotating shaft at the high altitude of a
wind power tower, making it difficult for maintenance personnel to reach the encoder for maintenance purposes.
[0011] According to example embodiments, the scale device may be made of a flexible band, such as, e.g., a bendable
steel band, provided with an openable locking device so as to allow the flexible band to be opened such that it may be
placed at a desired measuring path position on the shaft. When positioned at the desired measuring path position on
the shaft, the locking device of the flexible scale band may be closed and locked so as to attach it to the desired measuring
path position on the shaft. The locking device may then be used as the gap portion of the scale device.
[0012] According to example embodiments, the scale device may include a dividable scale ring. The inner diameter
of the dividable ring may substantially correspond to the outer diameter of a shaft to which the dividable scale ring is
intended to be attached. The dividable scale ring may then have at least two openings so as to allow the ring to be
divided in at least two parts. Hence, an opening of the dividable scale ring may be provided with an openable locking
device so as to allow the dividable scale ring to be opened such that it may be placed at a desired measuring path
position on the shaft. When positioned at the desired measuring path position on the shaft, the locking device of the
dividable scale ring may be closed and locked so as to attach it to the desired measuring path position on the shaft. The
locking device may then be used as the gap portion of the scale device.
[0013] According to example embodiments of the present invention, an encoder, for detection of rotational movement
of a rotatable shaft in relation to a part of a machine, includes a scale device for attachment to a circumference of the
shaft, the scale device having a width and a measuring path length. The scale device includes a first magnetic scale
pattern including a plurality of magnetic pole elements provided with a first predetermined division in the direction of the
length so as to generate a first magnetic field pattern at a first distance from a surface of the scale device. A signal
generator is provided for mounting on the machine part, the signal generator including a housing. The signal generator
further includes a first output terminal for providing an encoder output signal indicative of a relative change in position
between the signal generator and the scale device, and a second output terminal. The signal generator includes a first
magneto-electric transducer head having a first magneto-electric transducer adapted to generate a first electric signal
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in response to detection of the first magnetic field pattern so that the first electric signal varies periodically in dependence
on the first magnetic field pattern such that the variation exhibits a first wavelength, which depends on the first prede-
termined division when the first magneto-electric transducer moves along the first magnetic scale pattern. The signal
generator also includes a second magneto-electric transducer head having a second magneto-electric transducer adapt-
ed to generate a second electric signal in response to detection of the first magnetic field pattern so that the second
electric signal varies periodically in dependence on the first magnetic field pattern such that the variation exhibits the
first wavelength dependent on the first predetermined division when the second magneto-electric transducer moves
along the first magnetic scale pattern. The signal generator further includes a first signal processing unit including: a
first device adapted to generate a periodically varying first digital signal in dependence on the first electric signal such
that the variation of the first digital signal exhibits the first wavelength when the first magneto-electric transducer moves
along the first magnetic scale pattern; and a second device adapted to generate a periodically varying second digital
signal in dependence on the second electric signal such that the variation of the second digital signal exhibits the first
wavelength when the second magneto-electric transducer moves along the first magnetic scale pattern. The scale device
includes at least one gap between ends of the first magnetic scale pattern. The signal generator moreover includes an
analyzer adapted to generate a scale gap indicator signal in dependence on an analysis involving the first digital signal,
or an analysis involving the second digital signal and/or a comparative analysis involving the first digital signal and the
second digital signal. Still further, the signal generator includes an output signal producer adapted to produce the encoder
output signal in dependence on the first digital signal the second digital signal, and the scale gap indicator signal.
[0014] This arrangement may provide a scale gap indicator signal, thereby providing an absolute position signal which
can be reset, e.g., once per shaft revolution, in dependence on the scale gap indicator signal, while eliminating the need
to make the scale so wide as to allow for the provision of a separate magnetic reference mark. Hence, this arrangement
allows for the provision of an absolute position signal output, using the provision of a gap in the scale pattern, to achieve
the advantages mentioned above in connection with the example embodiment that also provides a reference signal.
[0015] The scale device may be adapted for attachment on a shaft having a diameter of more than 50 cm.
[0016] The first magneto-electric transducer head may be arranged at a predetermined distance from the second
magneto-electric transducer head, within the signal generator housing, such that the signal generator is mountable so
that, in operation, at least one of the first and second magneto-electric transducer heads will be positioned so as to
detect the first magnetic field pattern.
[0017] The gap may include at least a portion of the measuring path length lacking the first magnetic scale pattern.
[0018] The gap may have a gap width, which is dependent on a distance between the ends of the first magnetic scale
pattern.
[0019] The predetermined distance between the first magneto-electric transducer head and the second magneto-
electric transducer head may be longer than the sum of the gap width and at least one first predetermined division, in
the case that the first and second magneto-electric transducer heads are magneto-resistive transducer heads.
[0020] The predetermined distance between the first magneto-electric transducer head and the second magneto-
electric transducer head may be longer than the sum of the gap width and at least two first predetermined divisions, in
the case that the first and second magneto-electric transducer heads are Hall sensor transducer heads.
[0021] The configuration described herein may ensure that there is a transition period covering a distance of at least
one wave length for switching from relying on the latter transducer head to relying on the foremost transducer head in
connection with a gap cross-over. Hence, this configuration allows for both of the latter transducer head and the foremost
transducer head to simultaneously detect at least one full electric signal wave length, i.e., a first predetermined wavelength
λ1, after the foremost transducer head having crossed the gap, and before the output signal is switched over to be
generated in dependence on the foremost transducer head.
[0022] The first magneto-electric transducer head may include a first lagged magneto-electric transducer adapted to
generate a first lagged electric signal in response to detection of the magnetic field pattern so that said first lagged
electric signal varies periodically in dependence on the magnetic field pattern such that the variation exhibits the first
wavelength which depends on the first predetermined division when the first lagged magneto-electric transducer moves
along the magnetic scale pattern. The first lagged magneto-electric transducer is positioned in relation to the first trans-
ducer such that, in operation, the first lagged electric signal varies at a first lag in relation to the first electric signal when
the shaft rotates in a clockwise rotational direction, and such that the first lagged electric signal varies at a second lag
in relation to the first electric signal when the shaft rotates in a counterclockwise rotational direction, the second lag
being different from the first lag.
[0023] The second magneto-electric transducer head may include a second lagged magneto-electric transducer adapt-
ed to generate a second lagged electric signal in response to detection of the magnetic field pattern so that the second
lagged electric signal varies periodically in dependence on the magnetic field pattern such that the variation exhibits the
first wavelength which depends on the first predetermined division when the second lagged magneto-electric transducer
moves along the magnetic scale pattern. The second lagged magneto-electric transducer is positioned in relation to the
second transducer such that, in operation, the second lagged electric signal varies at a first lag in relation to the second
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electric signal when the shaft rotates in a clockwise rotational direction, and such that the second lagged electric signal
varies at a second lag in relation to the second electric signal when the shaft rotates in a counterclockwise rotational
direction.
[0024] The first lag may substantially correspond to a quarter of the first wavelength, and the second lag may sub-
stantially correspond to three quarters of the first wavelength.
[0025] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer and the first magneto-electric transducer may be Magneto-Resis-
tive Transducers, and one first wavelength may be generated by the distance of one first predetermined division.
[0026] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer, having a direction of sensitivity, may be positioned at a geometrical
distance from the first magneto-electric transducer, also having a direction of sensitivity. The first magneto-electric
transducer and said first lagged magneto-electric transducer may be arranged such that their respective directions of
sensitivity are substantially parallel, and the first lag may depend on the geometrical distance.
[0027] The geometrical distance may be a quarter of the first predetermined division.
[0028] The configuration described herein may render the first lag to become a quarter wavelength when the magneto-
electric transducers are magneto-resistive transducers.
[0029] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer, having a direction of sensitivity, may be positioned in geometrical
proximity to the first magneto-electric transducer, also having a direction of sensitivity. The first magneto-electric trans-
ducer and the first lagged magneto-electric transducer may be arranged such that there is a geometrical angle between
their respective directions of sensitivity, and the first lag may depend on the geometrical angle.
[0030] The configuration described herein may render the first lag to be independent of the first predetermined division
of the scale device. Hence, the first magneto-electric transducer head having the first magneto-electric transducer and
the first lagged magneto-electric transducer may be used together with different scale devices having mutually different
first predetermined divisions. Likewise, the second magneto-electric transducer head, having the second magneto-
electric transducer and the second lagged magneto-electric transducer, may be made in the same manner as described
for the first magneto-electric transducer head. In this manner, a flexible signal generator may be achieved, thus rendering
usability with various magnetic scale devices having mutually different first predetermined divisions.
[0031] The geometrical angle may be substantially 45 degrees.
[0032] The configuration described herein may provide for the first lag of the magneto-electric transducer head to
become a quarter wavelength irrespective of the first predetermined division distance.
[0033] The geometrical proximity may be selected such that the first magneto-electric transducer and the first lagged
magneto-electric transducer are arranged at substantially the same location, such as, for example, with substantially no
distance between the first lagged magneto-electric transducer and the first magneto-electric transducer.
[0034] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer and the first magneto-electric transducer me be Hall sensor trans-
ducers. One first wavelength may be generated by the distance of the two first predetermined divisions.
[0035] The geometrical angle may be substantially ninety degrees.
[0036] The first signal processing unit may include a Field programmable gate array circuit adapted to simultaneously
process the first digital signal and the second digital signal.
[0037] The periodic variation may be arranged as a periodic oscillation.
[0038] The signal generator may include a device adapted to detect a signal edge in the periodically varying first digital
signal, and a first counter for generating a first count value indicative of a number of detected signal edges so that the
first count value is indicative of a first rotational position estimate of the scale device in relation to the signal generator.
[0039] The signal generator may include a device adapted to detect a signal edge in the periodically varying second
digital signal, and a second counter for generating a second count value indicative of a number of detected signal edges
so that the second count value is indicative of a second rotational position estimate of the scale device in relation to the
signal generator.
[0040] The signal generator may be adapted for mounting on the machine part so that, in operation, the first magneto-
electric transducer is positioned a second distance from the surface of the scale device, the second distance being
substantially equal to the first distance or smaller than the first distance.
[0041] The signal generator may include a housing adapted to enclose the first magneto-electric transducer head and
the second magneto-electric transducer head. The housing may include a wall for facing the machine part and a front
wall for facing the shaft. The front wall may have a physical extension in a direction parallel to the elongation of the shaft,
a physical extension in a direction orthogonal to the elongation of the shaft, and a concavely curved shape in the direction
orthogonal to the elongation of the shaft. The first magneto-electric transducer head may be positioned in relation to the
second magneto-electric transducer head such that, in operation, at least one of the first and second magneto-electric
transducer heads will be positioned so as to detect the first magnetic field pattern.
[0042] According to example embodiments of the present invention, a signal generator, for mounting on a machine
part and for co-operation with a scale device, includes: a housing; a first output terminal for providing an encoder output
signal indicative of a relative change in position between the signal generator and the scale device; a second output
terminal; a first device adapted to generate a periodically varying first digital signal such that the variation of the first
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digital signal exhibits a first wavelength when the signal generator moves along a first magnetic scale pattern of the
scale device; and a second device adapted to generate a periodically varying second digital signal such that the variation
of the second digital signal exhibits the first wavelength when the signal generator moves along the first magnetic scale
pattern of the scale device.
[0043] The first device is adapted to also generate a periodically varying first lagged digital signal such that, in operation,
the first lagged digital signal varies at a first lag in relation to the first digital signal when the shaft rotates in a clockwise
rotational direction, and such that the first lagged electric signal varies at a second lag in relation to the first electric
signal when the shaft rotates in a counterclockwise rotational direction, the second lag being different from the first lag.
The second device is adapted to also generate a periodically varying second lagged digital signal such that, in operation,
the second lagged digital signal varies at a first lag in relation to the second digital signal when the shaft rotates in a
clockwise rotational direction, and such that the second lagged digital signal varies at a second lag in relation to the
second digital signal when the shaft rotates in a counterclockwise rotational direction.
[0044] According to example embodiments of the present invention, an encoder includes the signal generator.
[0045] The encoder may include: a first position value estimator for generating a first position value estimate in de-
pendence on at least one of the periodically varying first digital signal, and the periodically varying first lagged digital
signal; and a second position value estimator for generating a second position value estimate in dependence on at least
one of the periodically varying second digital signal, and the periodically varying second lagged digital signal.
[0046] The first position value estimator may include a first counter module adapted to generate a first count value by
counting periods of the first wavelength in dependence on at least one of the periodically varying first digital signal, and
the periodically varying first lagged digital signal. The first position value estimator may be adapted to generate the first
position value estimate in dependence on the first count value. The second position value estimator may include a
second counter module adapted to generate a second count value by counting periods of the first wavelength in de-
pendence on at least one of the periodically varying second digital signal, and the periodically varying second lagged
digital signal. The second position value estimator may be adapted to generate the second position value estimate in
dependence on the second count value.
[0047] The first position value estimator may be adapted to generate the first position value estimate in dependence
on a count value, which is generated by counting periods of the first wavelength of the periodically varying first digital
signal, of the periodically varying first lagged digital signal, or of a periodically varying signal generated in response to
one or both of the periodically varying first digital signal and the periodically varying first lagged digital signal. The second
position value estimator may be adapted to generate the second position value estimate in dependence on a second
count value, which is generated by counting periods of the first wavelength of the periodically varying second digital
signal, of the periodically varying second lagged digital signal, or of a periodically varying signal generated in response
to one or both of the periodically varying second digital signal and the periodically varying second lagged digital signal.
[0048] The first position value estimator may include a first arctan function generator module adapted to generate a
first electrical angle value in dependence of the periodically varying first digital signal, and the periodically varying first
lagged digital signal, so that the first electrical angle value is indicative of a position of a first magneto-electric transducer
head within a distance corresponding to one first predetermined wavelength. The first position value estimator may be
adapted to generate the first position value estimate in dependence on the first electrical angle value. The second position
value estimator may include a second arctan function generator module adapted to generate a second electrical angle
value in dependence of the periodically varying second digital signal, and the periodically varying second lagged digital
signal, so that the second electrical angle value is indicative of a position of a second magneto-electric transducer head
within a distance corresponding to one first predetermined wavelength. The second position value estimator may be
adapted to generate the second position value estimate in dependence on the second electrical angle value.
[0049] The first position value estimator may include a first rotational direction detector module arranged to generate
a first rotational direction signal indicative of a current direction of rotation of the shaft. The second position value estimator
may include a second rotational direction detector module arranged to generate a second rotational direction signal
indicative of a current direction of rotation of the shaft.
[0050] The first counter module may be adapted to adjust the first count value in dependence on the first rotational
direction signal, and/or the second counter module may be adapted to adjust the second count value in dependence on
the second rotational direction signal.
[0051] The first position value estimator may be adapted to generate the first position value estimate in dependence
on the first electrical angle value and/or the first rotational direction signal and/or the first count value. The second position
value estimator may be adapted to generate the second position value estimate in dependence on the second electrical
angle value and/or the second rotational direction signal and/or the second count value.
[0052] The encoder may include a signal treatment module, having: a device adapted to generate a first head position
value which is indicative of a position of a first magneto-electric transducer head; and a device adapted to generate a
second head position value which is indicative of a position of a second magneto-electric transducer head.
[0053] The encoder may include an analyzer adapted to generate a scale gap indicator signal in response to detection
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of a deviation between the magnetic field pattern as sensed by a first magneto-electric transducer head and the magnetic
field pattern sensed by a second magneto-electric transducer head; and/or in response to detection of a change in the
magnetic field pattern as sensed by a first magneto-electric transducer head or the magnetic field pattern sensed by a
second magneto-electric transducer head.
[0054] The encoder may include an analyzer adapted to generate a scale gap indicator signal in response to detection
of a change in the magnetic field pattern as sensed by a first magneto-electric transducer head by a phase error signal
switching from a state indicating no phase error to a state indicating the detection of a phase error.
[0055] Providing such a phase error signal may be used for indicating that the corresponding detector head is just
entering a gap in the scale at the position visited by that detector head.
[0056] The encoder may be adapted to store the current first head position value, as a scale edge position value for
the detector head.
[0057] The encoder may include an analyzer adapted to generate a scale gap indicator signal in response to detection
of a change in the magnetic field pattern as sensed by a first magneto-electric transducer head by a phase error signal
switching from a state indicating a phase error to a state indicating no phase error.
[0058] Providing such a phase error signal may be used for indicating that the corresponding detector head is just
leaving a gap section and entering the scale at the position visited by that detector head.
[0059] The encoder may include an analyzer adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in dependence on a
comparative analysis involving the first digital signal and the second digital signal, and/or a comparative analysis involving
the first position value estimate and the second position value estimate.
[0060] The analyzer may be adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in dependence on a comparative
analysis involving the first position value estimate and the second position value estimate. The analyzer may be adapted
to generate a Both_On_Scale signal indicating that both the first magneto-electric transducer head and the second
magneto-electric transducer head are in a position to detect the scale when both of the first position value estimate and
the second position value estimate agree about the detected position or the detected amount of movement. The analyzer
may be adapted to generate a signal indicating that one magneto-electric transducer head is not in a position to detect
the scale when the first position value estimate and the second position value estimate disagree about the amount of
movement.
[0061] The analyzer may be adapted to generate a First_Off_Scale signal indicating that the first magneto-electric
transducer head is not in a position to detect the scale when the second position value estimate indicates a certain
degree of movement whereas the first position value estimate indicates less movement or substantially no movement.
[0062] The analyzer may be adapted to generate a value indicative of a difference in detected movement, the difference
value indicating a difference between the second position value estimate and the first position value estimate.
[0063] The output signal producer may include a synchronization module for synchronizing the second position value
estimate and the first position value estimate so as to render the difference value to a predetermined value, such as,
e.g., zero.
[0064] The analyzer may be adapted to read the difference value in response to the Both_On_Scale signal, and the
analyzer may be adapted to store the difference value as a value indicative of a width of a gap between scale edges.
[0065] This arrangement may allow the encoder to measure the width of the gap, as experienced by the magneto-
electric detector heads.
[0066] The analyzer may be adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in response to the difference value
reaching a predetermined value.
[0067] The analyzer may be adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in response to the difference value
reaching a predetermined value, e.g., corresponding to a certain ratio of the gap width value.
[0068] The analyzer may be adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in response to the difference value
reaching a predetermined value, e.g., being substantially half of the gap width value.
[0069] An output signal producer of the encoder may be adapted to generate the output reference signal in dependence
on the scale gap indicator signal.
[0070] The analyzer may be adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in response to the First_Off_Scale signal.
[0071] The first lag may substantially correspond to a quarter of the first wavelength, and the second lag may sub-
stantially correspond to three quarters of the first wavelength.
[0072] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer and the first magneto-electric transducer may include magneto-
resistive transducers, and one first wavelength may be generated by the distance of the one first predetermined division.
[0073] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer, having a direction of sensitivity, may be positioned at a geometrical
distance from the first magneto-electric transducer, also having a direction of sensitivity. The first magneto-electric
transducer and the first lagged magneto-electric transducer may be arranged such that their respective directions of
sensitivity are substantially parallel, and the first lag may depend on the geometrical distance.
[0074] The geometrical distance may be a quarter of the first predetermined division. Thus, the first lag may become
a quarter wavelength.
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[0075] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer, having a direction of sensitivity, may be positioned in geometrical
proximity to the first magneto-electric transducer, also having a direction of sensitivity. The first magneto-electric trans-
ducer and the first lagged magneto-electric transducer may be arranged such that there is a geometrical angle between
their respective directions of sensitivity, and the first lag may depend on the geometrical angle.
[0076] This arrangement may render the first lag to be independent of the first predetermined division of the scale
device. Hence, the first magneto-electric transducer head having the first magneto-electric transducer and the first lagged
magneto-electric transducer may be used together with different scale devices having mutually different first predeter-
mined divisions. Likewise, the second magneto-electric transducer head, having the second magneto-electric transducer
and the second lagged magneto-electric transducer, may be made in the same manner as described for the first magneto-
electric transducer head. In this manner, a flexible signal generator may be achieved, thus rendering usability with various
magnetic scale devices having mutually different first predetermined divisions.
[0077] The geometrical angle may be substantially 45 degrees. Thus, the first lag of the magneto-electric transducer
head may become a quarter wavelength irrespective of the first predetermined division distance.
[0078] The geometrical proximity may be selected such that the first magneto-electric transducer and the first lagged
magneto-electric transducer are arranged at substantially the same location, such as, for example, with substantially no
distance between the first lagged magneto-electric transducer and the first magneto-electric transducer.
[0079] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer and the first magneto-electric transducer may include Hall sensor
transducers, and one first wavelength may be generated by the distance of the two first predetermined divisions.
[0080] The geometrical angle may be substantially ninety degrees.
[0081] The periodically varying first digital signal and the periodically varying first lagged digital signal may be generated
by a first magneto-electric transducer head when the first magneto-electric transducer head moves along a first magnetic
scale pattern. The analyzer may be adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in dependence on an amplitude
analysis of the periodically varying first digital signal and the periodically varying first lagged digital signal using the fact
that they are substantially quadrature signals when the first magneto-electric transducer moves along a first magnetic
scale pattern.
[0082] Since the two signals are substantially quadrature signals, the Pythagoras relation stating that Sqr(A) + Sqr(B)
is constant, leads to the effect that the sum of the squares is substantially constant when the first magneto-electric
transducer head moves along a first magnetic scale pattern. However, when the first magneto-electric transducer head
passes over a scale edge the sum of the squares becomes lower, which may be due to the magnetic field becoming
weaker in the gap portion of the scale. This may be used for detecting an edge of the magnetic scale.
[0083] The periodically varying second digital signal and the periodically varying second lagged digital signal may be
generated by a second magneto-electric transducer head when the second magneto-electric transducer head moves
along a first magnetic scale pattern. The analyzer may be adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in dependence
on an amplitude analysis of the periodically varying second digital signal and the periodically varying second lagged
digital signal using the fact that they are substantially quadrature signals when the first magneto-electric transducer
moves along a first magnetic scale pattern.
[0084] The analyzer may be adapted to set a first amplitude reference value in dependence on the sum of the square
of the periodically varying first digital signal and the square of the periodically varying first lagged digital signal. The
analyzer may be adapted to set a second amplitude reference value in dependence on the sum of the square of the
periodically varying second digital signal and the periodically varying second lagged digital signal.
[0085] The analyzer may be adapted to generate the scale gap indicator signal in dependence on a relation between
the first amplitude reference value and the second amplitude reference value.
[0086] The encoder may include an analyzer adapted to generate a scale gap indicator signal in response to detection
of a change in the magnetic field pattern as sensed by a first magneto-electric transducer head by a phase error signal
switching from a state indicating no phase error to a state indicating the detection of a phase error.
[0087] Providing such a phase error signal may be used for indicating that the corresponding detector head is just
entering a gap in the scale at the position visited by that detector head.
[0088] The encoder may include an analyzer adapted to generate a scale gap indicator signal in response to detection
of a change in the magnetic field pattern as sensed by a first magneto-electric transducer head by a phase error signal
switching from a state indicating no phase error to a state indicating the detection of a phase error.
[0089] Providing such a phase error signal may be used for indicating that the corresponding detector head is just
entering a gap in the scale at the position visited by that detector head.
[0090] The first lagged magneto-electric transducer, having a direction of sensitivity, may be positioned at a geometrical
distance from the first magneto-electric transducer, also having a direction of sensitivity. The first magneto-electric
transducer and the first lagged magneto-electric transducer may be arranged such that their respective directions of
sensitivity are substantially parallel, and the first lag may depend on the geometrical distance.
[0091] The geometrical distance may substantially correspond to one half of the first predetermined division, and the
first magneto-electric transducer and the first lagged magneto-electric transducer may include Hall sensor transducers.
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[0092] This arrangement may render the first lag to become a quarter wavelength.
[0093] The encoder may include a signal treatment module, having a device adapted to generate a first head position
value which is indicative of a position of a first magneto-electric transducer head, and a device adapted to generate a
second head position value which is indicative of a position of a second magneto-electric transducer head.
[0094] The encoder may include an analyzer adapted to generate a direction signal indicative of a direction of rotation
in dependence on the lag value generated in response to signals emanating from the first magneto-electric transducer
head, or the lag value generated in response to signals emanating from the second magneto-electric transducer head.
During a first direction of rotation, the first magneto-electric transducer head would pass a certain position of the scale
before the second magneto-electric transducer head passes the certain position of the scale. During a second direction
of rotation, the first magneto-electric transducer head would pass a certain position of the scale after the second magneto-
electric transducer head passes the certain position of the scale.
[0095] The encoder may include a signal treatment module, which includes a device for switching between a first state
and a second state, in which the second head position value is relied on for the delivery of the encoder output signal
during the first state, and the first head position value is relied on for the delivery of the encoder output signal during the
second state. The signal treatment module may be adapted to select the first state in dependence on the analyzer
generating a Both_On_Scale signal indicating that both the first magneto-electric transducer head and the second
magneto-electric transducer head are in a position to detect the scale when both of the first position value estimate and
the second position value estimate agree about the detected position or the detected amount of movement, and the
direction signal may indicate the first direction of rotation.
[0096] During the first state, when the direction signal still indicates the first direction of rotation: the signal treatment
module may be adapted to deduce, in response to the scale gap indicator signal, that the first magneto-electric transducer
head is positioned within a gap, and then the signal treatment module may be adapted to maintain the first state so that
the second head position value is relied on for the delivery of the encoder output signal.
[0097] During the first state, when the direction signal still indicates the first direction of rotation: the signal treatment
module may be adapted to deduce that the first magneto-electric transducer head is positioned within a gap in response
to the difference value reaching a predetermined value, the predetermined value being, e.g., substantially half of the
gap width value; and the signal treatment module may be adapted to deduce that the first magneto-electric transducer
head and the second magneto-electric transducer head are positioned on opposite sides of the gap when the direction
signal still indicates the first direction of rotation and the difference value has reached a second predetermined value,
the second predetermined value substantially corresponding to the gap width value or to a value exceeding the gap
width value.
[0098] The predetermined distance between the first magneto-electric transducer head and the second magneto-
electric transducer head may be longer than the sum of the gap width and at least one first predetermined division, in
the case that the first and second magneto-electric transducer heads are magneto-resistive transducer heads. The
predetermined distance between the first magneto-electric transducer head and the second magneto-electric transducer
head may be longer than the sum of the gap width and at least two first predetermined divisions, in the case that the
first and second magneto-electric transducer heads are Hall sensor transducer heads.
[0099] This arrangement may ensure that there is a transition period covering a distance of at least one wave length
for switching from relying on the trailing transducer head to relying on the leading transducer head in connection with a
gap cross-over. Hence, this arrangement allows for both of the trailing transducer head and the foremost, leading
transducer head to simultaneously detect at least one full electric signal wave length, i.e., a first predetermined wave-
length, after the leading transducer head having crossed the gap, and before the output signal is switched over to be
generated in dependence on the leading transducer head.
[0100] The predetermined distance between the first magneto-electric transducer head and the second magneto-
electric transducer head may be longer than the sum of the gap width and at least three first predetermined divisions,
in the case that the first and second magneto-electric transducer heads are magneto-resistive transducer heads. The
predetermined distance between the first magneto-electric transducer head and the second magneto-electric transducer
head may be longer than the sum of the gap width and at least six first predetermined divisions, in the case that the first
and second magneto-electric transducer heads are Hall sensor transducer heads.
[0101] This arrangement may leave room for allowing the transition, from the relying on the trailing transducer head
to relying on the leading transducer head in connection with a gap cross-over, to take place at positions on the scale
having a more reliable a first magnetic field pattern than that existing at an edge of the magnetic scale pattern. Near an
edge of the magnetic scale pattern, the first magnetic field pattern displays fringe effects that may have a negative
influence on the quality of the electric signals produced by the transducers when they are positioned near an edge of
the magnetic scale pattern. In other words, the scale pattern quality of the first magnetic field pattern is better at a distance
from an edge of the magnetic scale pattern.
[0102] The signal treatment module may have a first state and a second state. The trailing second head position value
may be relied on for the delivery of the encoder output signal during the first state, and the leading first head position
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value may be relied on for the delivery of the encoder output signal during the second state. The signal treatment module
may be adapted to cause switching between a first state and a second state during a transition period, and the transition
period may depend on the distance of movement measured in terms of the first predetermined wavelength.
[0103] The signal treatment module may be adapted to allow the transition period to extend over at least one first
predetermined wavelength.
[0104] The signal treatment module may be adapted to cause the transition period to be initiated when the reliable
trailing second head position value indicates that the trailing second head is positioned at a distance corresponding to
at least one and a half first predetermined divisions from a scale edge.
[0105] This arrangement may provide for a transition from the reliable trailing second head position value to the leading
head position value when both of the heads are positioned at a distance of at least 1.5*Δ1 from the edges of the magnetic
scale at the transition occurring when the heads are straddling the gap, thereby avoiding magnetic field pattern fringe
effects during the transition period. This may lead to an improved measuring accuracy, e.g., since synchronization of
the first and second head position values leads to more reliable results at a distance from the edges of the magnetic
scale. Moreover, the next transition from relying on the leading head to relying on the trailing head may also be initiated
when the trailing second head position value indicates that the trailing second head is positioned at a distance corre-
sponding to at least one and a half first predetermined divisions from a scale edge, after the trailing head passage of
the gap.
[0106] The signal treatment module may be adapted to cause the transition period to be initiated when the reliable
trailing second head position value indicates that the trailing second head is positioned at a distance corresponding to
at least six first predetermined divisions from a scale edge.
[0107] The signal treatment module may be adapted to cause the transition period to be initiated when the reliable
trailing second head position value indicates that the trailing second head is positioned at a distance corresponding to
at least eight first predetermined divisions from a scale edge.
[0108] The signal treatment module may be adapted to cause switching between a first state and a second state
during a transition period, in which the transition period depends on the distance of movement measured in terms of the
first predetermined wavelength.
[0109] The signal treatment module may have a first state and a second state. During movement, one magneto-electric
transducer head may have a leading position and the other magneto-electric transducer head may have a trailing position
in relation to the scale device. The signal treatment module may be adapted to rely on the trailing transducer head
position value for the delivery of the encoder output signal during the first state, and the signal treatment module may
be adapted to rely on the leading transducer head position value for the delivery of the encoder output signal during the
second state. The signal treatment module may be adapted to cause switching between a first state and a second state
during a transition period, and the transition period may depend on the distance of movement measured in terms of the
first predetermined wavelength.
[0110] In this connection, the switching is not time controlled but it is rather performed by a procedure that occurs
during the movement of the transducer heads.
[0111] In some instances, the signals generated by the magneto-electric transducers may deviate somewhat from an
ideal sine wave shape, and/or cosine wave shape. When the position estimates produced by the first position value
estimator and/or the second position value estimator are generated by an arctan function, as mentioned above, the
resulting position estimate may therefore deviate slightly from the true relative position. This deviation, or position error,
fluctuates. This deviation, or position error, fluctuates with a period of fluctuation, and that the period of fluctuation
coincides with the period of the first predetermined wavelength of the magneto-electric transducer signals.
[0112] The signal treatment module may be adapted to receive a plurality of trailing transducer head position values
and a plurality of leading transducer head position values, during the transition period. The values may be collected as
signal pairs, each pair including one trailing transducer head position value and one leading transducer head position
value. The two values in a pair may be collected at substantially the same instances.
[0113] The signal treatment module may be adapted to calculate an average difference value between the trailing
transducer head position value and the leading transducer head position value, average difference value being calculated
during the transition period.
[0114] The signal treatment module may be adapted to collect at least j signal pairs for the calculation of the average
difference value, j being an integer, e.g., larger than 4, and preferably larger than 7.
[0115] The signal treatment module may be adapted to perform a synchronization process during the transition period
so as to provide the switching to render a substantially smooth transition from relying on the trailing transducer head
position value to relying on the leading transducer head position value for the delivery of the encoder output signal.
[0116] The deviation value may be used for achieving a smooth transition from relying on detector group to relying on
detector group.
[0117] The encoder may include an encoder user interface adapted to allow a user to select the use of a selectable
scale gap indicator signal. The encoder may allow for the setting of an offset parameter value, which is indicative of a
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distance from the position of the scale device where the selected scale gap indicator signal is generated to a position
of the scale device which may be firmly attached to the shaft. The encoder may be adapted to identify a reference
amplitude value in the signal generated by an arctan function generator module. The reference amplitude value may
occur at a position which is located at a distance substantially corresponding to the offset parameter value from the
position where the selected scale gap indicator signal is generated, and the encoder may be adapted to store the
reference amplitude value as a reference amplitude value.
[0118] The selected scale gap indicator signal is generated as described above.
[0119] According to example embodiments of the present invention, in a method for generating a reference signal by
an encoder, e.g., such as that described above, in which a selected scale gap indicator signal will occur once per
revolution, a distance meter is started in response to the reception of the selected scale gap indicator signal. When the
distance meter indicates an offset distance from the occurrence of the selected scale gap indicator signal, a comparison
is performed between a current value of a periodically varying digital signal and the stored reference amplitude value;
and, in response to the current value equaling the stored reference amplitude value, the encoder is adapted to generate
a fix point reference signal.
[0120] An encoder output reference signal may be generated in response to the fix point reference signal.
[0121] The digital signal may be a signal generated by an encoder as described above.
[0122] It may be desirable to provide an incremental output signal, in which the increments are equally distributed
over a revolution without having to perform any division calculation.
[0123] For example, the scale device may have a circumference of 203.64 first predetermined divisions Δ1, i.e. so that
the transducers may provide 203.64 signal periods on one shaft revolution.
[0124] An incremental output signal having 2048 ppr may be provided. This may be achieved by identifying the nth
signal edge by the condition that the position value > n*step_length, where step_length =
203.64/(4*2048)=0.02485839844 and n goes from 1 to 8192.
[0125] The second last edge of the revolution should come when the position value exceeds the value 8191*step_length
= 203.6151416.
[0126] Unfortunately, it may be slow to calculate that many decimals in an FPGA circuit.
[0127] It may be provided to truncate after four decimals, so that the step_length = 0.0248. The truncated value may
lead to an edge position value of 8191*0.0248 = 203.1368 which may be incorrect even at the first decimal.
[0128] Another possibility is, for example, to calculate the edge positions by 

for every step so as to avoid the accumulation of truncation errors.
[0129] This may be performed easier if the number of pulses per revolution is of the type 2^N, where N is a natural
number. However, if the pulse rate is something else, it could take some time to calculate which will delay the incremental
pulse. It may also be difficult to implement a division in an FPGA circuit with the large number of bits that is needed in
order to represent a sufficient number of decimals.
[0130] The following condition may be used: 

[0131] The condition according to this arrangement may avoid the truncation and time delay. In this manner, for
example, the 8191st flank is calculated by the condition: 

[0132] It is a large number so it requires a large number of bits to be representable. But that is easy to handle, because
no further calculation such as a division may be necessary.
[0133] An incremental index pulse (Nullimpulse) may be generated in response to n=1.
[0134] According to example embodiments, an encoder, for detection of rotational movement of a rotatable shaft in
relation to a part of a machine, includes a scale device for attachment to a circumference of the shaft for providing a
measuring path. The scale device has a width and a length and includes a magnetic scale pattern having a plurality of
magnetic pole elements provided with a first predetermined division in the direction of the length so as to generate a
magnetic field pattern at a first distance from a surface of the scale device. A signal generator is provided for mounting
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on the machine part. The signal generator includes a housing having a physical extension in a first direction parallel to
the axis of rotation of the shaft, and a physical extension in a direction orthogonal to the first direction. The signal generator
includes a first output terminal for providing an encoder output signal indicative of a relative change in position between
the signal generator and the scale device. The signal generator also includes a second output terminal for providing a
reference signal, as well as a first magneto-electric transducer head having a first magneto-electric transducer adapted
to generate a first electric signal in response to detection of the magnetic field pattern so that the first electric signal
varies periodically in dependence on the magnetic field pattern such that the variation exhibits a first wavelength which
depends on the first predetermined division when the first magneto-electric transducer moves along said magnetic scale
pattern. The signal generator also includes a first signal processing unit, having a first device adapted to generate a
periodically varying first digital signal in dependence on the first electric signal such that the variation of the first digital
signal exhibits the first wavelength when the first magneto-electric transducer moves along the magnetic scale pattern,
and a device for detecting a signal edge in the periodically varying first digital signal. The signal generator furthermore
includes a counter for generating a count value indicative of a number of detected signal edges, a memory having a
memory location having a certain data value, and an analyzer adapted to generate an indicator signal in dependence
on a comparison between the count value and the certain data value, e.g., once per shaft revolution. The signal generator
also includes an output signal producer adapted to produce the encoder output signal in dependence on the first digital
signal, the second digital signal, and the scale gap indicator signal. The output signal producer is adapted to produce
the reference signal in dependence on the scale gap indicator signal.

Brief description of the drawings

[0135] A better understanding of the present invention will be had upon the reference to the following detailed description
when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference characters refer to like parts throughout
the several views, and in which:

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a perspective view of an encoder system and parts of a machine to which the encoder
system is applied according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates a block diagram of an encoder system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 3A schematically illustrates a plan view of a portion of a magnetic tape according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

Fig. 3B schematically illustrates a perspective view of a portion of a magnetic tape applied to a shaft according to
an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3C schematically illustrates a perspective view of a portion of a magnetic tape applied to a shaft according to
an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 schematically illustrates a block diagram of an encoder system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 5A schematically illustrates a block diagram of an encoder system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 6A schematically illustrates signal generation of a magnetic encoder according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 6B schematically illustrates signal generation of a magnetic encoder according to another embodiment of the
present invention;

Fig. 6C schematically illustrates signal generation of a magnetic encoder according to yet an embodiment of the
present invention;

Fig. 6D schematically illustrates signal generation of a magnetic encoder according to yet an embodiment of the
present invention;
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Fig. 7A schematically illustrates a perspective view of parts of an encoder system and a measurement object to
which the encoder system is applied according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 7B schematically illustrates signal waveforms presented to the signal processing components of figure 2 and/or
figure 5A, 5B according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 7C schematically illustrates a block diagram of a signal interpreter according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 7D schematically illustrates generation of a position estimation signal according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 7E schematically illustrates another perspective view of an encoder system and parts of a machine to which
the encoder system is applied according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 8A schematically illustrates a scale device applied having a gap wherein the scale device is applied to a
measurement object according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 8B schematically illustrates a process of switching between two detector groups in response to passage of a
gap in the scale device according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 8C schematically illustrates a block diagram of an encoder system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 8D schematically illustrates a block diagram of an encoder system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 9A is an illustration showing how gap detection is performed by the encoder system according to an embodiment
of the present invention.

Fig. 9B is an illustration showing an implementation of synchronization associated to switching between the two
detector groups.

Fig. 9C is an illustration showing another implementation of synchronization associated to switching between the
two detector groups.

Fig. 10A schematically illustrates a cross-section view of a scale device with a fixpoint or fixpoint region applied to
a measurement object according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 10B schematically illustrates a waveform used for generating a reference pulse according to an embodiment
of the present invention;

Fig. 14A schematically illustrates a flow chart of a method for generating a reference pulse using a fixpoint according
to an embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed description

[0136] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a machine 10 having a rotatable shaft 20. A scale device 30 may be
fastened to the shaft 20 so that the scale device 30 moves when the rotatable shaft 20 rotates in relation to a machine
part 40. A signal generator 45 may be attachable to the machine part 40. The signal generator 45 may be adapted to
generate a signal indicative of a position of the scale device 30 in relation to the signal generator 45, and/or a signal
indicative of a relative change in position between the signal generator 45 and the scale device 30.
[0137] The machine 10 may be embodied by a wind power station 10, as illustrated in Figure 1. Hence, the shaft 20,
of the wind power station 10, may be attached to one or more turbine/rotor blades 80 adapted to cause rotation of the
shaft 20 in response to air movement caused by wind so as to generate electric power by means of a generator coupled
to the shaft 20. The wind power station may be a geared wind power station, a direct drive (gearless) wind power station
or a hybrid drive wind power station.
[0138] The solution according to the present invention includes a plurality of embodiments, which are advantageous
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per se and can be combined with one another in an advantageous manner. These embodiments and advantages
associated with them will be discussed below.
[0139] Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a system 90 for detecting movement and/or
position of a rotatable shaft, such as the shaft 20 of Figure 1. The encoder system 90 may include a scale device 30
and a signal generator 45. When the encoder system 90 is in operation, the signal generator 45 and the scale device
30 are movable in relation to each other. The signal generator 45 comprises a detector device 50 adapted to generate
at least one sensor signal in response to a relative change in position between the detector device 50 and the scale
device 30.
[0140] The detector device 50 is coupled to a signal processing device 100 which is adapted to generate at least one
output signal in dependence on the at least one sensor signal. The at least one output signal is delivered to an output
110. Hence, the signal generator 45 may be adapted to generate at least one output signal in response to a relative
change in position between the signal generator 45 and the scale device 30. The output signal may be a square wave
signal or sine signal, a single-channel or multichannel signal or a signal representing a digitally coded incremental
position. Alternatively the output signal may be signal derived directly from one of these signals or from a combination
of these signals.
[0141] According to an embodiment, the scale device 30 may comprise an encoding band 30 which is attachable
around the perimeter of the shaft 20, the encoding band 30 being providable with information which is detectable by the
detector device 50. Alternatively, the scale device 30 may comprise an encoding ring 30 or an encoding tape 30.
[0142] It is to be noted that the system 90 may comprise additional components than the exemplified components
with reference to figure 2. For example the system 90 may comprise an analogue to digital (A/D) converter arranged to
convert the generated at least one sensor signal to a digital representation. Furthermore the system 90 may comprise
a digital to analogue (D/A) converter (see fig 4) arranged to convert the generated at least one output signal from the
signal processing device into an analogue representation.
[0143] The scale device 30 may be embodied by at least one encoding tape such as at least one magnetic encoding
tape, having one or more magnetic scale tracks. The scale device 30 may alternatively be embodied by at least one
magnetic encoder ring or encoder belt. The detector device 50 may include a magnetic encoder detector such as a
magneto-resistive transducer (MR), a giant magneto-resistive transducer (GMR), a colossal magneto-resistive trans-
ducer (CMR), a tunneling magneto-resistive transducer (TMR) or other suitable detector.
[0144] Figure 3A illustrates an example embodiment of a scale device 30 having a magnetic scale pattern 35. The
magnetic scale pattern 35 may include a plurality of successive equidistant magnetic pole elements 120.
[0145] According to an embodiment, scale device 30 is provided with information in the form of a magnetic scale
pattern 35. The magnetic scale pattern 35 comprises a magnetic medium which is provided with a graduation in the
form of successive equidistant magnetic pole elements 120. Hence, the magnetic scale pattern 35 exhibits incremental
graduations. The incremental graduations of the scale may comprise a magnetic pattern having a first predetermined
division Δ1, corresponding to the distance between adjacent magnetic pole elements 120, along a path in the direction
of arrow Z (See Figure 3A). When such a scale device 30 is used with a magneto resistive sensor unit, the first prede-
termined division Δ1 causes an electric signal having a wave length first predetermined wavelength λ1 corresponding
to the first predetermined division Δ1, as discussed in connection with Figure 6A.
[0146] Figure 3B is a perspective view of a portion of an embodiment 30B of the scale device 30, when applied on
the perimeter of a shaft 20. The scale device embodiment 30B has plural equidistant magnetic pole elements, wherein
adjacent magnetic pole elements 120 are positioned so that equal magnetic poles face each other. The magnetic pole
elements 120 are positioned so that the magnetic poles are substantially parallel to the surface of the shaft 20 onto
which the scale device 30B is attached and parallel to the direction of elongation of the scale device 30B, while the
magnetic pole elements 120 are substantially orthogonal to the direction of the radius of the shaft 20. The magnetic
north of one pole element faces the magnetic north of the adjacent pole element, as illustrated in Figure 3B. The magnetic
pole elements 120 of the scale device 30B advantageously generate magnetic fields having magnetic flux lines that
reach into space at a radial direction from the shaft 20 (see Figure 1 in conjunction with Figure 3B) onto which the scale
device 30, 30B is mounted.
[0147] Figure 3C is a perspective view of a portion of another embodiment 30C of the scale device 30, shown in
Figure 3A, when applied on the perimeter of a shaft 20. The scale device embodiment 30C has plural equidistant magnetic
pole elements 120, wherein all magnetic pole elements 120are positioned so that the magnetic poles are directed in a
substantially radial direction in relation to the shaft 20. The magnetic pole elements 120 are positioned so every other
magnetic pole element 120 has a magnetic pole directed in the radial direction out from the center of the shaft 20, and
the remaining magnetic pole elements have a magnetic pole directed in the radial direction in towards the center of the
shaft 20, as shown in Figure 3C.
[0148] Whereas both of the scale device embodiments 30B and 30C generate a magnetic field that can be used as
an incremental encoder scale, the Figure 3C embodiment advantageously allows cutting the band to a desired length
while avoiding the creation of a magnetic pole having a shorter pole length λ.
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[0149] Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment 90B of the encoder 90 for detecting movement and/or
position of a rotatable shaft, such as the shaft 20 of Figure 1.
[0150] With reference to Figure 4, the encoder 90 may include a scale device 30, and a signal generator 45. When
the encoder system 90 is in operation, the signal generator 45 and the scale device 30 are movable in relation to each
other, as discussed in connection with Figures 1 and 2 above. The signal generator 45 comprises a first detector group
50:1 and a second detector group 50:2. The first detector group 50:1 includes a first transducer 50:1A adapted to generate
a first electric signal A1, and a second transducer 50:1 B adapted to generate a second electric signal B1, said first
transducer 50:1A and said second transducer 50:1 B. The first electric signal A1 and the second electric signal B1
constituting a first signal pair A1 B1.
[0151] The first transducer 50:1A may be coupled to deliver the analogue first electric signal A1 to a first A/D converter
125:1A which may be adapted generate a digital signal A1D in response to the analogue first electric signal A1. Similarly,
the second transducer 50:1 B may be coupled to deliver the analogue second electric signal B1 to a second A/D converter
125:1 B which may be adapted generate a digital signal B1D in response to the analogue second electric signal B1.
[0152] The second group 50:2 of detector elements may include a third transducer 50:2A adapted to generate a third
electric signal A2, and a fourth transducer 50:2B adapted to generate a fourth electric signal B2.
[0153] The third transducer 50:2A may be coupled to deliver the analogue third electric signal A2 to a third A/D converter
125:2A which may be adapted generate a digital signal A2D in response to the analogue third electric signal A2. Similarly,
the fourth transducer 50:2B may be coupled to deliver the analogue fourth electric signal B2 to a fourth A/D converter
125:2B which may be adapted generate a digital signal B2D in response to the analogue second electric signal B2.
[0154] Each of the A/D converters 125:1A 125:1 B 125:2A 125:2B sample their respective signals A1, B1, A2, and
B2, respectively, at a predetermined sample rate fS.
[0155] The signal generator 45 may also comprise a data processing unit 100 capable of controlling the operation of
signal generator 45 in accordance with program code. The data processing unit 100 may also be coupled to a memory
102 for storing said program code. According to an embodiment, the data processing unit 100 may be adapted to receive
the digital signals A1D B1D, A2D and B2D.
[0156] The program memory 102 is preferably a non-volatile memory. The memory 102 may be a read/write memory,
i.e. enabling both reading data from the memory and writing new data onto the memory 102. According to an embodiment
the program memory 102 is embodied by a FLASH memory. According to an embodiment, the program memory 102 is
integrated in the data processing unit 100 so that the program functions to be executed by the data processing unit 100
are stored within the data processing unit 100 itself.
[0157] The data processing means 100 may also be coupled to a read/write memory 104 for data storage. According
to an embodiment, the read/write memory 104 is a non-volatile memory. This advantageously means that data written
into the non-volatile read/write memory 104 will be retained even when the memory 104 is not powered.
[0158] When, in the following, it is described that the data processing unit 100 performs a certain function this is to be
understood that the data processing unit 100 performs a certain part of the program which is stored in the memory 102.
[0159] The data processing unit 100 may also be coupled to a user interface 170 via a data bus 180. The user interface
180 may include a display 182 and/or data input means 184, such as buttons 184 and or a touch screen 182/184 adapted
to allow a user to feed data into the encoder via the display 182 on which the encoder supplies user information output.
[0160] A user of the encoder 90 may be provided with information messages by means of characters being displayed
on the display 182. A particular message may be displayed in response to a certain event.
[0161] The data processing unit 100 may be coupled to the memory 102 by means of a data bus, and to the read/write
memory 104 by means of another data bus. The data processing unit 100 may also communicate with a data port 200
by means of a data bus 210.
[0162] The wording "a computer program product, loadable into a digital memory of an encoder" means that a computer
program can be introduced into a digital memory of an encoder 90, such as e.g. the memory 102, so as to obtain an
encoder programmed to be capable of, or adapted to, carrying out a method of the kind mentioned in this document.
The term "loaded into a digital memory of a condition analysing apparatus" means that an encoder programmed in this
way is capable of, or adapted to, carrying out a method of the kind described above.
[0163] The above mentioned computer program product may also be loadable onto a computer readable medium,
such as a compact disc or DVD or USB memory stick. Such a computer readable medium may be used for delivery of
the program to a client, in that the program may be loaded from the computer readable medium to the program memory
102, e.g. via port 200.
[0164] The data processing unit 100 may include a central processing unit, or microprocessor, for controlling the
operation of the encoder 90. Alternatively the data processing unit 100 may include a Digital Signal Processor (DSP).
[0165] According to an embodiment, the data processing unit 100 includes a Field Programmable Gate Array circuit
100, also referred to as FPGA. The Field Programmable Gate Array circuit 100 advantageously provides a combination
of flexibility and very high performance to the encoder 90 in that a large amount of data can be processed relatively fast
by means of the Field Programmable Gate Array circuit. This solution advantageously enables simultaneous signal
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treatment of two, three or four detector signals, such as the digital signals A1D, B1D, A2D and B2D. Moreover, the functions
executed by the FPGA may be software controlled and the FPGA allows for truly parallel processing, which also con-
tributes to increased performance to the encoder 90. Hence, the FPGA 100 may be coupled to receive, in real time, the
digital signals A1D, B1D, A2D and B2D all of which are digital signals having a sample rate fS.
[0166] The data processing unit 100 may be arranged to run the program code stored in the memory 102 so as to
cause the encoder 90 to execute one or several programs so as to cause any of the processes described in this document
to be executed.
[0167] Figure 5A is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of the system 90, 90B for detecting movement and/or
position of a rotatable shaft, such as the shaft 20 of Figure 1.
[0168] The system 90 may include a scale device 30 attached to a shaft 20 of a machine 10, as discussed in connection
with figures 1-4 above.
[0169] The system 90C may also include a detector device 50 having a first detector group 50:1 and a second detector
group 50:2. The first detector group 50:1 may include a first transducer 50:1A and a first A/D converter 125:1A adapted
generate a digital signal A1D, and a second transducer 50:1 B and a second A/D converter 125:1 B adapted generate
a digital signal B1D as described above in connection with Figure 4.
[0170] Similarly, the second detector group 50:2 may include a third transducer 50:2A coupled to a third A/D converter
125:2A which may be adapted generate a digital signal A2D in response to the analogue second electric signal B1; and
a fourth transducer 50:2B and a fourth A/D converter 125:2B which may be adapted generate a digital signal B2D as
described above in connection with Figure 4.
[0171] Each of the A/D converters 125:1A 125:1 B 125:2A 125:2B sample their respective signals A1, B1, A2, and
B2, respectively, at a predetermined sample rate fS so as to generate corresponding digital signals A1D, B1D, A2D, and
B2D, respectively.
[0172] The digital signals are delivered to the data processing unit 100. The data processing unit 100, when executing
the programs stored in the memory 102, as described above in connection with Figure 4, will perform functions which
are described with reference to the block diagram of Figure 5A. Hence, according to an embodiment, the blocks denoted
by reference numerals 150:1, 150:2, 220, 230 represent functions that may be performed by the data processing unit
100. As mentioned above, the data processing unit 100 may include a Field Programmable Gate Array circuit 100.
[0173] With reference to Figure 1 and Figure 5A, it is to be understood that when the shaft 20 rotates, the magnetic
scale device 30 will move in relation to the detector unit 50. With reference to Figure 5A, the encoder 90,90B may include
a first position value estimator 150:1 for generating a first position value estimate ZEST1 in dependence on at least one
of the digital signals A1D and B1D.
The system 90, 90B may also include a second position value estimator 150:2 for generating a second position value
estimate ZEST2 in dependence on at least one of the digital signals A2D and B2D.
[0174] According to an embodiment, the first position value estimator 150:1 is embodied by a first signal pair interpreter
150:1 adapted to receive the digital signals A1D and B1D. The first signal pair interpreter 150:1 is adapted to generate
a first estimated position signal Zest1 in dependence on the received signal pair.
[0175] The system 90, 90B may also include a second signal pair interpreter 150:2 adapted to receive the second
signal pair A2D, and B2D. The second signal interpreter 150:2 is adapted to generate a second estimated position signal
Zest2 in dependence on the received signal pair A2B2. This will be described in more detail in connection with e.g. Fig 7C.

Correlation between scale division and transducer output wavelength

[0176] Figure 6A is an illustration showing the transducer 50:1 A of Figure 5A, and a scale device 30 having a magnetic
scale pattern 35, as discussed in connection with figure 3A, 3B, and/or 3C.
[0177] Figure 6A illustrates a transducer 50:1A moving, in relation to the scale device 30, along a measuring path Z
in the direction of the arrow (which is also denoted Z) at a distance DS from the surface of the scale device 30. Hence,
the direction of travel of the transducer 50:1A is from the left to the right in Figure 6A.
[0178] As shown in Figure 6A, the magnetic pole elements 120 generate magnetic fields forming a magnetic field
pattern 240 corresponding to the magnetic scale pattern 35. The magnetic field pattern 240 may be detectable at a
distance DS from the surface of the scale device 30. The magnetic fields are illustrated by magnetic flux lines 250 in
Figure 6A.

The magneto-resistive transducer output wavelength

[0179] According to an embodiment, the transducer 50:1A includes a magneto-resistive transducer, whose resistance
depends on the direction of the magnetic field passing through the magneto-resistive transducer body. When the magneto-
resistive transducer moves along the measuring path z (in the direction of the arrow z as illustrated in Figure 6A), the
resistance of the magneto-resistive transducer will vary in dependence of the magnetic field pattern 240, and an amplitude
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of a detection signal may vary as illustrated by the diagram 160 in the upper portion of Figure 6A. Hence, when the
transducer 50:1A is supplied with a predetermined voltage, the current flowing through the transducer 50:1A will also
vary, as illustrated by the diagram 160 in the upper portion of Figure 6A, in dependence of a relative change in position
between the signal generator 45 and the scale device 30. According to a preferred embodiment, the magneto-resistive
transducer 50:1A may, in fact, be connected in a bridge circuit, such as a Wheatstone bridge or a Carey Foster bridge.
This advantageously improves the accuracy with which the resistance variation of the magneto-resistive transducer may
be detected.
[0180] As discussed in connection with figures 3A and 3B, the incremental graduations of the scale may comprise a
magnetic pattern having a first predetermined division Δ1, corresponding to the distance between adjacent magnetic
pole elements 120, along a path in the direction of arrow Z (see Figure 3A and/or Fig. 6A). When such a scale device
30 is used with a magneto-resistive sensor unit, the first predetermined division Δ1 may cause an electric signal A1
having an amplitude to vary with a first predetermined wavelength λ1 corresponding to the first predetermined division
Δ1, as illustrated in Figure 6A. Hence, when the magneto-resistive sensor unit moves the first predetermined distance
Δ1 along the measuring path z, the analogue electric signal A1 will exhibit one first predetermined wavelength λ1.
[0181] Hence, when the incremental graduations of the scale comprises a magnetic pattern having a first predetermined
division Δ1, a magneto-resistive transducer 50:1A, when moving along the measuring path Z, may generate an oscillating
signal A1 in response to a detected magnetic field pattern 240. In fact, the oscillating analogue electric transducer signal
A1 may depend on transducer movement along the scale direction Z so as to exhibit one first predetermined wavelength
λ1 in response to moving one division Δ1.

The Hall transducer output wavelength

[0182] According to an embodiment of the encoder 90, 90B, the transducer 50:1A may be a Hall transducer. Figure
6B is an illustration of the correlation between magnetic scale pattern 35 and the transducer output signal wave length
when the transducer 50:1A is a Hall transducer.
[0183] The Hall transducer may comprise an indium compound semiconductor crystal such as indium antimonide.
When the Hall transducer is positioned so that the magnetic field lines are passing at right angles through the Hall
transducer, the transducer may provide an output indicative of the value of magnetic flux density.
A current is passed through the crystal of the Hall transducer which, when placed in a magnetic field has a voltage
occurring across it due to the "Hall effect". The Hall effect occurs due to a conductor being passed through a uniform
magnetic field. When the Hall transducer moves along the measuring path in the direction z, the output of the Hall
transducer will vary, as illustrated by the diagram 160 in the upper portion of Figure 6B.
[0184] As discussed in connection with figures 3A and 3B, the incremental graduations of the scale may comprise a
magnetic pattern having a first predetermined division Δ1, corresponding to the distance between adjacent magnetic
pole elements 120, along a path in the direction of arrow Z (see Figure 3A and/or Fig. 6A). When such a scale device
30 is used with a Hall transducer unit, the first predetermined wavelength λ1 of the electric output signal from the Hall
transducer unit corresponds to 2* Δ1, as illustrated in Figure 6B. Hence, when the Hall transducer unit moves a distance
of twice the first predetermined distance Δ1 along the measuring path z, the analogue electric signal A1 will exhibit one
first predetermined wavelength λ1.
[0185] Figure 6C is an illustration of the correlation between magnetic scale pattern 35 and the wave length and phase
of the transducer output signals wave length when the transducers 50:1A and 50:1 B are magneto-resistive transducers.
[0186] According to an embodiment the first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B), having a direction of sen-
sitivity, is positioned at a geometrical distance from said first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A), also having a direction
of sensitivity; wherein said first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A) and said first lagged magneto-electric transducer
(50:1 B) are arranged such that their respective directions of sensitivity are substantially parallel; and wherein said first
lag (PD) depends on said geometrical distance. According to an embodiment the geometrical distance between the two
transducers is a quarter of said first predetermined division (Δ1). This solution advantageously renders the first lag (PD)
to become a quarter wavelength. However, if a different scale device is used, having a different predetermined division
Δ3, deviating from the first predetermined division Δ1 then the electrical signals A1 and B1 will have another phase
relationship.
[0187] According to another embodiment, the first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B), having a direction of
sensitivity, is positioned in geometrical proximity to said first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A), also having a direction
of sensitivity, wherein said first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A) and said first lagged magneto-electric transducer
(50:1 B) are arranged such that there is a geometrical angle between their respective directions of sensitivity; and wherein
said first lag (PD) depends on said geometrical angle.
[0188] This solution advantageously renders the first lag (PD) to be independent of the first predetermined division
(Δ1) of the scale device. Hence, the first magneto-electric transducer head (50:1) having said first magneto-electric
transducer (50:1A) and said first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B) may be used together with different scale
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devices 30 having mutually different first predetermined divisions (Δ1). Likewise, the second magneto-electric transducer
head (50:2), having said second magneto-electric transducer (50:2A) and said second lagged magneto-electric trans-
ducer (50:2B), may be made in the same manner as described for the first magneto-electric transducer head (50:1). In
this manner, an advantageously flexible a signal generator (45, 50) is achieved, thus rendering usability with various
magnetic scale devices having mutually different first predetermined divisions (Δ1). According to an embodiment, the
geometrical angle is substantially 45 degrees, as illustrated in Figure 6C. This solution advantageously renders the first
lag (PD) of the magneto-electric transducer head to become a quarter wavelengths irrespective of the first predetermined
division (Δ1) distance.
[0189] According to an embodiment, the geometrical proximity is such that said first magneto-electric transducer
(50:1A) and said first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B) are arranged at substantially the same spot, such as
for example with substantially no distance between said first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B) and said first
magneto-electric transducer (50:1A).
[0190] Figure 6D is an illustration of the correlation between magnetic scale pattern 35 and the transducer output
signals wave length when the transducers 50:1A and 50:1 B are Hall transducers.
[0191] With reference to Fig 6D the first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B) and said first magneto-electric
transducer (50:1A) may be Hall sensor Transducers; and one said first wavelength (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) may then be generated
by relative movement along the distance of said two first predetermined divisions (Δ1). According to an embodiment,
the first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B), having a direction of sensitivity, is positioned in geometrical proximity
to said first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A), also having a direction of sensitivity, wherein said first magneto-electric
transducer (50:1A) and said first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B) are arranged such that there is a geometrical
angle between their respective directions of sensitivity; and wherein said first lag (PD) depends on said geometrical angle.
[0192] According to an embodiment, the geometrical angle is substantially ninety degrees. This solution advanta-
geously renders the first lag (PD) of the magneto-electric transducer head to become a quarter wavelength irrespective
of the first predetermined division (Δ1) distance, when Hall sensor transducers are used.
[0193] Figure 7A is an illustration showing an exemplary configuration of parts of an encoder system applied to a
measurement object 20, such as a rotating shaft rotating axially in a direction Z.
[0194] As shown in figure 7A a scale device 30, e.g. in the form of a magnetic encoding tape, may be applied circum-
ferentially around the measurement object 20. The scale device 30 may be as described above, e.g. in connection with
figures 3A, 3B, and/or 3C. Hence, the scale device 30 comprises a number of magnetic north and south poles, the
magnetic north and south poles of the magnetic scale device being arranged in an alternating fashion in a circumferential
direction. The magnetic north and south poles are further arranged at equidistant intervals of a predetermined distance:
the first predetermined division Δ1. A first detector group 50:1 and a second detector group 50:2 may be arranged so
that each of the two detector groups 50:1 and 50:2 are positioned above and substantially parallel to the scale device
30. The first and second detector groups 50:1, 50:2 may be arranged to sense the magnetic fields generated by the
magnetic poles of the scale device as discussed with reference to figure 6A.
[0195] Each magnetic pole forms an increment so that when passed by a detector group (one of first detector group
50:1 and second detector group 50:2), a pulse can be generated, wherein said incremental pulse indicates incremental
shaft rotation, i.e. incremental rotation of the measurement object, as discussed in connection with Figure 6A and 6B.
[0196] In the illustrated example, with reference to figure 7A, the number of poles also referred to as pole number PN
is 32. This means that PN increments may be generated for each revolution of the rotating shaft, when a magneto-
resistive transducer is used. Hence, when PN = 32, there will be 32 increments generated for each revolution of the
rotating shaft when a magneto-resistive transducer is used. In case a Hall transducer is used the number of increments
would be PN/2 for each revolution of the rotating shaft. Hence, when PN = 32, there will be 16 increments generated
for each revolution of the rotating shaft when a Hall transducer is used.
[0197] It should be noted that the number of poles may be different compared to the illustrated example with reference
to figure 7A. For example, fewer or more poles could be implemented by means of forming more or fewer magnetic
alternating magnetic poles in the scale device. As an example the number of poles could instead be in the range of
2-100000, such as for example 1024 or 2048. The number of poles actually used in a scale device 30 may depend on
application, shaft diameter and desired resolution to be achieved in the encoder output signal.
[0198] Figure 7B is an illustration showing a signal generation resulting from detector groups 50:1, 50:2 passing over
a moving scale device, such as that exemplified with reference to figure 7A.
[0199] As shown in figure 7B waveforms in the form of sine and cosine signals are generated resulting from each of
the detector groups passing over a scale device moving in a direction Z, such as illustrated with reference to figure 7A.
[0200] According to an embodiment, each of the first detector group 50:1 and second detector group 50:2 comprises
two magneto-resistive transducers. The first detector group may comprise a first transducer 50:1A adapted to generate
a first electric signal A1 so that it oscillates in dependence on movement in the direction Z at a distance from the scale
device 30, and a second transducer 50:1 B may be adapted to generate a second electric signal B1 so that it oscillates
in dependence on movement in the direction Z at a distance from the scale device 30. Examples of the waveforms of
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signals A1 and B1 are visible in the upper portion of figure 7B. The second transducer 50:1 B is adapted to generate
the second electric signal B1 at a lag in relation to the first electric signal A1. In other words, the first and second electric
signals are generated such that there is a phase deviation PD between the first electric signal A1 and the second electric
signal B1. The sign of the phase deviation PD may be indicative of the direction of movement of shaft 20.
[0201] The second detector group may comprise a third transducer 50:2A adapted to generate a third electric signal
A2, and a fourth transducer 50:2B adapted to generate a fourth electric signal B2. Examples of the waveforms of signals
A2 and B2 are illustrated in the lower portion of figure 7B.
[0202] As mentioned above, the first transducer and the second transducer of the first detector group are mutually
configured so that there is a phase lag PD between the signals A1 and B1. According to an embodiment, the first electric
signal A1 may substantially form a sine wave and the second electric signal B1 may substantially form a cosine signal.
Hence, according to an embodiment: 

and 

wherein
z represents the distance along the measuring path.
[0203] Hence, according to this embodiment, the second electric signal B1 may be 90 degrees out of phase from the
first electric signal A1. With reference to Figure 7A in conjunction with Figure 7B, it is be understood that when shaft 20
rotates clockwise (i.e. in the direction of the arrow Z) the phase deviation between signals A1 and B1 may be +90
degrees, and conversely, when the shaft 20 rotates counterclockwise (i.e. in the opposite direction of the arrow Z) the
phase deviation between signals A1 and B1 may be -90 degrees. Hence, the sign (+ or -) of the phase deviation between
signals A1 and B1 may be used for determining the direction of rotation of the shaft 20.
[0204] Accordingly, the second electric signal B1 may be a quadrature signal of the first electric signal A1.This may,
for example, be achieved by means of configuring relative positioning or angular displacement between the first and
second transducer of the first detector group.
[0205] In a similar fashion the third signal A2 of the third transducer of the second detector group may substantially
form a sine signal, and the fourth electric signal of the fourth transducer of the second detector group may substantially
form a cosine signal. Hence, the fourth electric signal B2 may substantially be the quadrature signal of the third electric
signal A2. This means that the phase difference PD both between the first and second electric signal and between the
third and fourth electric signal is 90 degrees. Hence, according to an embodiment: 

and 

wherein
z represents the distance along the measuring path.
[0206] Accordingly, the sign (+ or -) of the phase deviation between signals A2 and B2 may also be used for determining
the direction of rotation of the shaft 20.
[0207] Figure 7C is an illustration showing a block diagram of the first signal interpreter 150:1. With reference to Figure
5A and as shown in figure 7C, the signals A1D and B1D in the form of a sine and a cosine signal from the first detector
group 50:1, such as exemplified in figure 7A, 7B, are fed into the signal interpreter 150:1 associated to the first detector
group.
[0208] According to an embodiment the signal interpreter 150:1 comprises an arctan function generator module 260:1
arranged to process the A1D and B1 signals by means of performing an arctan calculation function. The output value
SEA generated by the arctan function generator module 260:1 may represent an electrical angle (EA), i.e. a value
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progressing from zero to 2Π in dependence on signals A1D and B1D. Hence, with reference to figure 6A or 6B in
conjunction with Figure 7B, the output signal SEA1 from indicates the relative position of the transducer 50:1A signal
within one wave length λ1.
[0209] The signal interpreter further comprises a rotational direction detector module 270:1, RDM arranged to detect
the rotational direction of the scale device. The rotational direction detector module 270:1 may be arranged to detect
the current direction of rotation (clockwise, counterclockwise) in dependence on a detected phase relation between the
A1 and B1 signal. According to an embodiment, when the second electric signal B1D is a quadrature signal of the first
electric signal A1D, the rotational direction detector module 270:1 may be arranged to detect the sign (+ or -) of the
phase deviation between signals A1D an B1D, so as to generate an output signal RD1 which may be indicative of the
rotational direction of the shaft 20.
[0210] According to an embodiment, the rotational direction detector module 270:1 includes a phase deviation analyzer
272:1 having inputs for receiving the signals A1D and B1D. The phase deviation analyzer 272:1 may be adapted to
establish a value PDEST1 indicative of the current phase deviation between signals A1D and B1D. The analyzer may also
have an input for receiving at least two values indicative of "Normal" phase deviation PDNORM. When the signals A1D
and B1D, are quadrature signals, the "Normal" phase deviation PDNORM values may be e.g. +90 degrees and - 90
degrees, respectively, each value corresponding to one of the two rotational directions of shaft 20.
[0211] The phase deviation analyzer 272:1 may be adapted to compare the established value PDEST1 with the two
values indicative of "Normal" phase deviation PDNORM. When the comparison indicates that the established value PDEST1
substantially corresponds to one of the two values indicative of "Normal" phase deviation PDNORM, this in interpreted to
indicate that the corresponding detector head 50:1 is positioned above the scale pattern 35.
[0212] When the comparison, performed by phase deviation analyzer 272:1, indicates that the established value
PDEsT1 deviates from both of the two values indicative of a "Normal" phase deviation PDNORM the phase deviation
analyzer 272:1 may be adapted to generate a Phase error Signal PDE1. This signal may be used for detecting a scale
edge, as discussed in connection with Figure 8B below.

Scale edge detection

[0213] With reference to Figure 7C, the Phase error Signal PDE1, generated by the phase deviation analyzer 272:1,
may be used an indication to the effect that the detector head 50:1 is positioned above the scale pattern 35. Hence, the
position Z at which the Phase error Signal PDE1 occurs may indicate that the detector head 50:1 is passing a scale
edge at that position. Hence the occurrence of the Phase error Signal PDE1 may indicate that detector head 50:1 is just
entering a gap in the scale at that position Z. Hence, the Phase error Signal PDE1 switching from "No phase error" to
"Phase error indication" may indicate that detector head 50:1 is just entering a gap in the scale at that position Z.
[0214] When that occurs, the encoder may be adapted to store that position value Z, i.e. the position value Z generated
by 220, as a scale end edge position value ZSE:1 for detector head 50:1.
[0215] Similarly, when the Phase error Signal PDE1 switches from "Phase error indication" to "No phase error" this
may indicate a position Z at which the detector head 50:1 has just passed scale start edge, i.e. the detector head 50:1
is just beginning to read the magnetic field pattern 240 caused by the scale pattern 35. Thus, when the Phase error
Signal PDE1 switches from "Phase error indication" to "No phase error" this may indicate that detector head 50:1 has
just left the gap 340 and entered the region of the scale pattern 35.
[0216] The signal interpreter 150:1 further comprises a counter module 280:1 which may be arranged to count the
number of rising or falling edges appearing on the signal SEA:1 delivered by the arctan function generator 260:1. The
resulting count value PN of counted rising or falling edges may be indicative of the number poles of the scale device the
first detector group has passed, since the last reset of the counter module 280:1. Hence, the output signal PN delivered
by counter module 280:1 may deliver the value PN, as discussed above in relation to Figure 7A.
[0217] The counter module 280:1 may further be arranged to receive information relating to rotational direction from
the rotational direction module 270:1 so as to enable the counter module 280:1 to handle both rotational direction that
is clockwise and counter clockwise, e.g. by increasing the counter value PN in response to clockwise rotation of the
shaft 20 and decreasing the counter value PN in response to counterclockwise rotation of the shaft 20 (See Fig 7C in
conjunction with Figures 7A and Figure 1).
[0218] The signal interpreter 150:1 further comprises a memory portion 285, which may be referred to as a wavelength
storage module AM. The wavelength storage module may be arranged to store a parameter D corresponding to the
physical wavelength of a magnetic pole element. With reference to the discussion in connection with Figures 6A, 6B
and 3C, the wavelength storage module λM may adapted to deliver information D indicative of the relation between the
first predetermined division Δ1 and the first predetermined wavelength λ1. According to an embodiment, the information
D may have the dimension mm/(degree of electrical angle EA).
[0219] The wavelength storage module AM may be connected to a Fractional distance value module 290, which may
be arranged to process the value SEA delivered by the arctan function generator module 260:1 and the parameter D
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provided by the wavelength storage module .
[0220] The Fractional distance value module 290 may be arranged to multiply the parameter D with the latest received
value SEA:1, delivered by the arctan function generator 260:1, so that a fractional lambda value λF1 is generated, wherein
said fractional lambda value λF1 may represent the current physical distance within one wavelength. Hence, for example,
if MR transducers are used we may refer to Figure 6A: If the first predetermined division Δ1 is 5 mm, and the current
value SEA1= Π or 180 degrees, then the value D will be 5 mm/ λ1, and the fractional lambda value λF1 delivered by the
Fractional distance value module 290 may represent 2,5 mm, i.e. half of the physical distance Δ1.
[0221] The signal interpreter 150:1 may further comprise a position estimation module 300 arranged to produce a first
estimate ZEST1 of the current position of the scale device 30 in relation to the detector device 50 (See Figure 1 in
conjunction with Figure 7A and Figure 7C). The position estimation module 300 may be arranged to generate the first
estimate ZEST1 of the current position in dependence on the fractional lambda value λF1 from Fractional distance value
module 290 and the count value PN received from the counter module 280:1.
[0222] With reference to figure 5A and Figure 7C, the second signal interpreter 150:2 may operate in the same manner
as described for the first signal interpreter 150:1. Hence, the second signal interpreter 150:2 may comprise a position
estimation module 300:2 arranged to produce a second estimate ZEST2 of the current position of the scale device 30 in
relation to the detector device 50 in dependence on the A2D and B2D signals (See Figure 5A in conjunction with Figures
1, 7A and Figure 7C). Hence, the second signal interpreter 150:2 may also comprise a rotational direction detector
module 270:2 which may be arranged to detect the current direction of rotation (clockwise, counterclockwise) in depend-
ence on a detected phase relation between the A2 and B2 signal. According to an embodiment, when the electric signal
B2D is a quadrature signal of the electric signal A2D, the rotational direction detector module 270:2 may be arranged to
detect the sign (+ or -) of the phase deviation between signals A2D and B2D, so as to generate an output signal RD2
which may be indicative of the rotational direction of the shaft 20.
[0223] Moreover, the second signal interpreter 150:2 may also comprise a phase deviation analyzer 272:2 correspond-
ing to the phase deviation analyzer 272:1 as described above.
[0224] Figure 7D is an illustration showing processing of signals, generated resulting from the one of the detector
groups passing over a moving scale device such as exemplified with reference to figure 7A.
[0225] As shown in the upper portion of figure 7D a waveform acrtanf1 is generated by means of processing the electric
signals A1 and B1 generated by the first detector group, as exemplified with reference to figure 7B. The processing may
be performed by the processing device 100, as illustrated with reference to figure 2 and/or Figures 4 and 5A.
[0226] According to an embodiment the first A1 and second B1 electric signals generated by the first detector group
50:1 are processed by means of using an arctan according to equation 1 below. 

[0227] By processing the arctan function as described above an electrical angle value EA, SEA can be derived. Hence,
a current value of the variable SEA is indicative of the position within each pole. The electrical angle value SEA starts
from 0 and progresses to 2π for each pole or λ, as discussed above.
[0228] As shown in the lower portion of figure 7D a modified waveform αA is provided by means of processing the
waveform arctanf1. The waveform αA is indicative of the mechanical angle e.g. estimated position ZEST1, EP of the
measurement object such as the incremental rotation of the shaft 20 illustrated with reference to figure 7A. The progression
of pole number PN is indicated to the right in the lower portion of figure 7D and the estimated position is indicated to the
left in the lower portion of figure 7D. The waveforms or third and fourth electric signals A2, B2 may be processed in a
similar fashion to the first and second electric signals as explained above in order to derive an electrical angle and a
mechanical angle.
[0229] Figure 7E is a block diagram illustrating another machine 10, as compared to the machine illustrated in Figure
1. Certain machines 10, having a shaft 20, may have a shaft portion 310 which is positioned such that it is difficult or
even impossible to place anything around that shaft portion 310 from an end of the shaft 20. In other words, the design
of the machine 10 may be such that threading a unitary circular scale device 30 (See figure 7A in conjunction with Figure
7E and Figure 1) into a desired position may be prevented by a machine part. With reference to Figure 7E, the length
of the shaft 20 may stretch from the one machine part 40 to another machine part 320, wherein the first and second one
machine parts 40, 320 are shaped and dimensioned so that threading e.g. a band, shaped as a single-piece closed
circle, over the first or second machine parts 40, 320 is impossible. Hence, when it is desired to measure and detect the
position and/or rotational movement of the shaft 20, it may not be possible to attach a single-piece circular magnetic
scale at the shaft portion 310. Additionally, the amount of space, in the direction of the axis of rotation 330 of the shaft
20, may be limited. Hence the physical reality of the machine may require the width of the scale device 30 to be small.
[0230] The machine 10 may be embodied by a wind power station 10, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 7E. Hence, the
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shaft 20, of the wind power station 10, may be attached to one or more turbine/rotor blades 80 adapted to cause rotation
of the shaft 20 in response to air movement caused by wind so as to generate electric power by means of a generator
70 coupled to the shaft 20. In connection with maintenance work on some machines, such as wind power station 10, it
may be necessary to obtain not only information about relative position, but information about an absolute position of
the shaft 20. For instance, it may be necessary to stop the wind power station from operation by introducing a lock bolt,
or similar into a corresponding bolt receptor in the shaft so as to lock the shaft in a certain position. In order to be able
to introduce the lock bolt, it may be necessary to position the shaft so that the bolt receptor faces the position of the lock bolt.
[0231] Hence, there is a need to achieve an encoder 90 capable of delivering an absolute position, while also being
capable of being mounted so that it requires a very limited amount of space. Moreover, it may be needed to make it
possible to install the encoder 90, even when first and second one machine parts 40, 320 are shaped and dimensioned
so that threading e.g. a band, shaped as a single-piece closed circle, over the first or second machine parts 40, 320 is
impossible.
[0232] According to an embodiment, the scale device 30 may be dividable so as to allow it to be placed at shaft
positions such as shaft portion 310. According to an embodiment, the scale device 30 may then also be provided with
a gap portion 340.
[0233] According to an embodiment, the scale device 30 may be made of a flexible band, such as e.g. a bendable
steel band, provided with an openable locking means so as to allow the flexible band to be opened such that it may be
placed at a desired measuring path position on the shaft 20. When positioned at the desired measuring path position
on the shaft 20, the locking means of the flexible scale band 30 may be closed and locked so as to attach it to the desired
measuring path position on the shaft 20. The locking means may then be used as the gap portion 340 of the scale device 30.
[0234] According to another embodiment, the scale device 30 may include a dividable scale ring. The inner diameter
of the dividable ring may substantially correspond to the outer diameter of a shaft 20 to which the dividable scale ring
30 is intended to be attached. The dividable scale ring 30 may then have at least two openings so as to allow the ring
to be divided in at least two parts. Hence, an opening of the dividable scale ring 30 may be provided with an openable
locking means so as to allow the dividable scale ring 30 to be opened such that it may be placed at a desired measuring
path position on the shaft 20. When positioned at the desired measuring path position on the shaft 20, the locking means
of the dividable scale ring 30 may be closed and locked so as to attach it to the desired measuring path position on the
shaft 20. The locking means may then be used as the gap portion 340 of the scale device 30.
[0235] Figure 8A illustrates a magnetic scale device 30 when attached around the perimeter of a shaft 20. As illustrated
by Figure 8A, the magnetic scale device 30 comprises at least one gap 340 in the magnetic scale pattern 35, when the
magnetic scale device 30 is attached around the perimeter of a shaft 20. Hence, whereas the magnetic scale pattern
35 displays a plurality of successive equidistant magnetic pole elements 120, the scale gap portion 340 of the scale
device 30 may lack magnetic pole elements. Alternatively, the scale gap portion 340 of the scale device 30 may be
arranged so as to exhibit a second predetermined wavelength λ2 differing from the first predetermined wavelength λ1.
This may be achieved by providing pole elements with a second predetermined division Δ2 differing from the first pre-
determined division Δ1.
[0236] The magnetic scale device 30, as illustrated in Figure 8A, may include a single magnetic scale pattern 35
forming a single magnetic track along the measuring path Z circumfering the shaft 20.

Detector switch resulting from gap passage

[0237] Figure 8B is an illustration showing a gap passage with associated switching of output signals from detector
groups.
[0238] As shown in figure 8B the first and second detector groups 50:1, 50:2 pass a gap 340 formed between two
portions 30:1, 30:2 of a scale device as a result of a measurement object to which the scale device is attached travels
in a direction Z. The detector groups are arranged at a distance d from the scale device. The detector groups are
adjacently arranged at a distance δ from each other. The distance δ is arranged to be larger than the gap distance a i.e.
distance covered by the gap, such that one of the detector groups always is positioned outside the gap 340. The scale
device is a magnetic scale device such as a magnetic encoding tape having a number of equidistant magnetic poles in
the form of alternating north and south poles. Each pair of successive north and south poles together form a wavelength λ.
[0239] According to an embodiment both the first detector group 50:1 and the second detector group 50:2 are arranged
to continuously generate at least one output signal in the form of signal pairs signal pair A1B1 and signal pair A2B2
respectively to a signal processing device, such as the signal processing exemplified with reference to figure 2 and/or
5. In response to receiving the at least one output signal from the two detector groups the signal processing device is
arranged to determine which of the signal pairs A1B1 and A2B2 to use as basis for generating an estimated position
signal to be presented to an output, such as the output signal generation device exemplified with reference to figure 5.
In order to determine which of the detector groups to use as basis for estimating a position signal, information relating
to direction of movement of the scale device relative the detector groups, as determined by the phase difference between
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the signals within at least one of first and second signal pairs A1 B1, A2B2 is used. In more detail the sequence in which
the detector groups pass the gap is used to determine which of the detector groups to use as basis for estimating a
position signal, wherein the sequence in which the detector groups pass the gap is determined by the direction of
movement of the scale device. As a default the detector group determined to be second in sequence to pass the gap is
used as basis for generating a position estimation signal. When the detector group first in sequence to pass the gap has
passed the entire distance of the gap a switch is made from using the detector group second in sequence to pass the
gap i.e. from the detector group not having passed the gap to using detector group first in sequence to pass the gap i.e.
the detector group having passed the entire distance of the gap. When the detector group second in sequence to pass
the gap has passed the entire distance of the gap a switch from the detector group first in sequence to pass the gap to
the detector group second in sequence to pass the gap is performed.
[0240] As an example with further reference to figure 8B the first and second detector groups is connected to a
stationary part of the measurement object (not shown) so that the detector groups remains stationary. The scale device
in the form of at least two sections 35:1, 35:2 of the scale device is attached to a moving part of the measurement object,
such as circumferentially attached to a shaft as exemplified in figures 1, 7A or 8A, so that the scale device moves together
with the moving part of the measurement object. This means that the scale device moves relative to the detector groups
whereby the detector groups is configured to determine a position of the moving part of the measurement object based
on sensing the movement of the scale device. In this example the scale device in the form of two sections 35:1, 35:2
moves in a direction Z. In order to sense the movement of the scale device, each of the detector groups comprise at
least two magnetic sensors, such as at least two MR sensors, operable to sense changes in magnetic field generated
by the moving scale device in the form of a magnetic scale device, comprising a plurality of equidistant magnetic north
and south poles. Said magnetic north and south poles are arranged in an alternating pattern along the extension of the
scale device.
[0241] Since the gap of the scale device comprises no scale marking elements, e.g. magnetic north and south poles,
a detector group positioned above the gap will not be able to generate an output signal suitable for use as basis for
generating a position estimation signal. However, since at least one of the first and second detector groups always is
positioned above the scale device outside the gap, at least one of the first and second detector groups will always
produce a signal suitable to use as basis for generating a position estimation signal.
[0242] In this example in case none of the detector groups have passed the gap the first detector group will pass over
the gap before the second detector group will pass over the gap. In more detail since the scale device in this example
move in a direction Z relative to the stationary detector groups the first detector group will be first in sequence to pass
over the gap and the second detector group will be second in sequence to pass over the gap.
[0243] This means that provided the movement of the scale device as indicated by the direction Z as illustrated in
figure 8B the first detector group will lose the possibility of generating an output signal suitable for use as basis in order
to provide a position estimation when passing over the gap.
[0244] In cases where the movement of the scale device is opposite to the direction Z the gap start position and gap
end position will switch place as compared to the illustrated example with reference to figure 8B. In more detail the gap
start position will be the gap end position as illustrated in figure 8B and the gap end position will be the gap start position
as illustrated in figure 8B. This means that the second detector group will be first in sequence to pass over the gap and
that the first detector group will be the second in sequence to pass over the gap.
[0245] In order to determine which of the first and second detector groups that are first and second in sequence to
pass over the gap the phase difference as explained above is used. In more detail the detected phase difference
determine if the scale device move in the direction Z or in a direction opposite to Z.
[0246] According to an embodiment at least one gap end position signal generated in response to at least one of the
detector groups reaching a gap end position GE. According to this embodiment the gap end position signal is used to
determine when to switch between the two detector groups.
[0247] According to an embodiment at least one gap start position signal generated in response to at least one of the
detector groups reaching a gap start position GS.

Information relating to gap distance

[0248] According to an embodiment both at least one gap start position signal and at least one gap end position signal
is generated. According to this embodiment both the at least one gap start signal and the at least one gap end signal is
used to determine when to switch between the two detector groups.
[0249] According to an embodiment information relating to gap position i.e. information defining where on the scale
device the gap is positioned is used to determine when to switch between the two detector groups. The gap position
information may be predetermined or determined during a first gap passage.
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Handling of stop/switch of direction when detector group positioned above the gap

[0250] Figure 8C is a block diagram illustrating another embodiment 90D of the system 90 for detecting movement
and/or position of a rotatable shaft, such as the shaft 20 of Figure 1.
[0251] Figure 8D is a block diagram illustrating another embodiment 90E of the system 90 for detecting movement
and/or position of a rotatable shaft, such as the shaft 20 of Figure 1.
[0252] Figure 9A is an illustration showing how gap detection is performed by the encoder system according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0253] As shown in figure 9A two signals αA, αB in the form of processed output signals from the first and second
detector groups are generated. The αA, αB corresponds to processed signals from the first and second detector groups
50:1 and 50:2, wherein αA is the signal resulting from processing the output of the first detector group 50:1 and αB is
the signal resulting from processing the output of the second detector group 50:2.
[0254] ε denotes a threshold level for determining a deviation corresponding to a detected gap. In an embodiment ε
is determined to be half the length of the gap, e.g. half the length a of the gap 340 as exemplified with reference to figure 8.
[0255] Figure 9B is an illustration showing an implementation of synchronization associated to switching between the
two detector groups.
[0256] As shown in figure 9B switching takes place two times for each gap passage.
[0257] P1A denotes a position wherein the first detector groups passes over a gap. P1B denotes a position wherein
the first detector group has passed the gap.
[0258] P2A denotes a position wherein the second detector groups passes over a gap. P2B denotes a position wherein
the second detector group has passed the gap.
[0259] Figure 9C is an illustration showing an implementation of synchronization associated to switching between the
two detector groups.

Fixpoint

[0260] It is sometimes desirable to generate a reference pulse, at least once per shaft revolution, so that it indicates
an absolute position of the shaft 20 with a very small degree of inaccuracy. However, at least some portions of the length
of a scale device 30 being attached on a shaft may "float" in relation to the shaft, e.g. as a result of temperature fluctuations.
Hence, unfortunately, if the reference pulse is generated in direct dependence on a position of the scale device 30 that
"floats", the position indicated by that reference pulse may also "float" in relation to the shaft, rendering a somewhat less
accurate position indication.
[0261] Figure 10A is an illustration showing an implementation of a generation of a reference pulse according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0262] As shown in figure 10A at least one fastening element F1, such as a screw, is used to firmly attach the scale
device 30 to the measurement object 20 at a position FP of the scale device 30.
[0263] According to an embodiment at least one fixpoint position FP may be implemented. The fixpoint is used as a
fixed reference position to indicate a reference position on the scale device. The reference position may be used to
generate one reference pulse per revolution of the measurement object. Accordingly, whenever a reference pulse may
be generated indicating that the measurement object is known to be at a particular position relative the detector groups.
[0264] By means of implementing a fixpoint it is possible to generate a reference pulse/null pulse once per shaft
revolution so that the shaft position indicated by the reference pulse truly indicates the actual position of the shaft, in
spite of the fact that parts of the scale device/ring 30 will "float" in relation to the shaft in dependence on temperature
variations.
[0265] The fixpoint may for example be a position and/portion of the scale device, where the scale device is firmly
coupled to the measurement object. As an example the fixpoint may be a point FP and/or region FPR of the scale device
located at and/or near a fastening element F1 securing the scale device to the measurement object. In more detail the
fixpoint may be positioned near and/or at a fastening element F1 such as a screw other suitable fastening element F1,
arranged to fasten the scale device to the measurement object.
[0266] The fixpoint or fixpoint region is located at a predetermined distance FPOFFSET from a gap 340.
[0267] Figure 10B is an illustration showing an implementation of a generation of a reference pulse, based on using
the fixpoint, such as exemplified with reference to figure 10A, according an embodiment of the present invention.

Fixpoint method

[0268] Figure 14A is an illustration showing a flow chart of a method for generating a reference pulse according to
an embodiment of the present invention.
[0269] According to an embodiment a method for generating a reference pulse using a fixpoint, such as exemplified
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with reference to figure 10A, is provided. The reference pulse may for example be used one pulse, e.g. reference pulse,
per revolution of the measurement object and may thus provide information indicative of the number of revolutions and
the position of the measurement object. Accordingly, whenever a reference pulse is generated i.e. whenever the fixpoint
is reached, the measurement object, such as a shaft, is known to be at a particular absolute position relative the detector
groups.
[0270] According to an embodiment, there is provided an initiation method for setting fixpoint parameters.
Once the initiation method has been performed, the encoder, so initiated, will advantageously be able to perform a
method for repeatedly generating a reference pulse so that the shaft position indicated by the reference pulse truly
indicates the actual position of the shaft, in spite of the fact that parts of the scale device/ring 30 will "float" in relation to
the shaft in dependence on temperature variations.
[0271] As the shaft rotates, the encoder will generate at least one scale gap indicator signal in dependence of the
detection of a gap in the scale, as described elsewhere in this document. According to one embodiment the analyzer is
adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in response to the difference value (e) reaching a predetermined
value, said predetermined value being substantially half of said gap width value. The difference value (e), according to
this embodiment is generated by a deviation between the estimates Zest2 and Zest1.
However, the fixpoint procedure may rely on a scale gap indicator signal generated in other manners, as described
elsewhere in this document.
[0272] The initiation method may include the following steps:

S200: Decide to use a selected one of the scale gap indicator signals that the encoder may be capable of generating.
S210: measure or set into a memory location, an offset value FPOFFSET (see Figure 10A), the offset value being
indicative of a distance, in terms of first predetermined wavelengths λ1, from the position of the scale device where
the selected scale gap indicator signal is generated. According to an embodiment the selected scale gap indicator
signal may be generated in response to a midpoint of the gap 340, as illustrated in Figure 10A.
S220: identify an amplitude value FP in the signal SEA1 as generated by the arctan function generator module 260:1
(see Fig 10B in conjunction with Figure 7C), at a position Z which is located at the distance of offset value FPOFFSET
from the position where the scale gap indicator signal is generated.
S230: The amplitude value of the signal SEA1 at that position FP is stored as a reference amplitude value AFP. Since
this amplitude value AFP is generated at a position near the fastening element F1, we can trust that the pole elements
120 (See Fig 3a, B, C) near the fastening element F1 will be firmly attached to the shaft 20. Hence, that position FP
of the scale device will always truly correspond to the position FP of the shaft. Moreover, the precise amplitude
value AFP is generated only once per first predetermined wavelength λ1 of the signal SEA1. Hence, once a precise
amplitude value AFP has been stored, that amplitude value AFP may be used to trigger a reference pulse.

[0273] Once the above initiation method has been performed, the following method may be used for generating a
reference pulse.

S310: as the shaft rotates, the scale device rotates and the selected scale gap indicator signal will occur once per
revolution.
S320: A distance meter is started in response to the reception of the selected scale gap indicator signal.

Although this selected scale gap indicator signal will keep occurring once per revolution, thereby being quite sufficiently
accurate for indicating e.g. the average speed of rotation of the shaft 20, the portion of the scale device 30 generating
the scale gap indicator signal may not be firmly attached to the shaft. However, the position of the scale gap indicator
signal is sufficiently accurate as a starting point so at to find an area FPA within half a first predetermined wavelength
λ1 from the position FP.

S330: As the shaft rotates, the distance meter provides a measure of the distance since the latest occurrence of
the selected scale gap indicator signal.
S340: When the distance meter indicates the distance of about FPOFFSET from the latest occurrence of the selected
scale gap indicator signal, the encoder may be adapted to compare the current value of the signal SEA1 generated
by the arctan function generator module 260:1 (see Fig 10B in conjunction with Figure 7C) with the stored reference
amplitude value AFP.
S350: When the current value of the signal SEA1 equals the stored reference amplitude value AFP, the encoder is
adapted to generate a fix point reference signal. The output signal generator of the encoder may be adapted to
generate an encoder output reference signal in direct response to the fix point reference signal.

Hence, the fix point reference signal may be generated in response to the detection of a previously stored reference
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amplitude value AFP. Since that particular amplitude value is unique within the distance of one first predetermined
wavelength λ1 as illustrated by Figure 10B, and since the physical portion FP of the scale device 30 is firmly attached
to the shaft by a fastener F1 (See Fig 10A), the shaft position at which the fix point reference signal is generated will
have an advantageously small degree of inaccuracy.
[0274] In a first method step S100 a distance FPOFFSET from a gap to a fixpoint position FP or the distance FPOFFSET
from a gap to a position within a fixpoint region FPR is stored.
[0275] After the method step S100 a subsequent method step S110 is performed.
[0276] In the method step S110 a gap in the scale device is detected.
[0277] After the method step S110 a subsequent method step S120 is performed.
[0278] In the method step S120 it is determined when the position of the fixpoint or the position within the fixpoint
regions is reached. In more detail the distance FPOFFSET indicative of the distance between the gap and the fixpoint
position or position within the fixpoint region is used to determine when the position of the fixpoint or the position within
the fixpoint region is reached.
[0279] After the method step S120 a subsequent method step S130 is performed.
[0280] In the method step S130 an electrical angle at the fixpoint position or an electrical angle at the position within
the fixpoint region is stored. In more detail when the position of the fixpoint or when the position within the fixpoint region
is reached by at least one of the detector groups 50:1, 50:2 one of the signal pairs A1B1 and A2B2 is processed by
means of using the arctan function to determine the electrical angle at the fixpoint position or at the position within the
fixpoint region. The electrical angle is subsequently stored in a memory device associated to the encoder system, such
as a flash memory device.
[0281] After the method step S130 a subsequent method step S140 is performed.
[0282] In the method step S140 a reference pulse is generated at the position of the fixpoint or at the position within
the fixpoint region.
[0283] After the method step S140 a subsequent method step S150 is performed.
[0284] In the method step S150 a gap is detected. In more detail it is detected when the gap is reached at least a
second time as a result of the revolutions of the measurement object.
[0285] After the method step S150 a subsequent method step S160 is performed.
[0286] In the method step S160 it is detected when a tolerance window of the fixpoint position or when a tolerance
window of the position within the fixpoint region is reached. In more detail it is detected when a predetermined tolerance
window of the fixpoint position or when a predetermined tolerance window of the position within the fixpoint region is
reached. The predetermined tolerance window may for example correspond to -λ/2- λ/2 as exemplified with reference
to figure 10A.
[0287] After the method step S160 a subsequent method step S170 is performed.
[0288] In the method step S170 it is determined when the stored electrical angle is reached. In other words when the
electrical angle within the tolerance window corresponds to the stored electrical angle. In more detail when the tolerance
window is reached it is determined when the stored electrical angle is reached by means of processing the arctan function
of at least one of the signal pairs A1B1, A2B2, generated by the detector groups 50:1, 50:2.
[0289] After the method step S170 a subsequent method step S180 is performed.
[0290] In the method step S180 a reference pulse is generated. In more detail a reference pulse is generated in
response to that the stored electrical angle is reached within the tolerance window.
[0291] After the method step S180 the method may end or repeat from step S150 to enable generating subsequent
reference pulses in response to revolutions of the measurement object.

Claims

1. An encoder (90) for detection of rotational movement of a rotatable shaft (20) in relation to a part (40) of a machine
(10), the encoder comprising:

a scale device (30) for attachment to a circumference of said shaft; said scale device (30) having a width (W)
and a length (Z, L); wherein said scale device (30) includes a first magnetic scale pattern (35, 140) comprising
a plurality of magnetic pole elements (120) provided with a first predetermined division (Δ1) in the direction of
said length (Z, L) so as to generate a first magnetic field pattern (240) at a first distance from a surface of said
scale device (30);
a signal generator (45, 50) for mounting on said machine part (40); said signal generator (45, 50) comprising
a housing; said signal generator (45, 50) further comprising:

a first output terminal suitable for providing an encoder output signal indicative of a relative change in
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position between said signal generator (45, 50) and said scale device (30);
a second output terminal suitable for providing an reference signal indicative of a rotational position of said
shaft;
a first magneto-electric transducer head (50:1) having a first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A) adapted
to generate a first electric signal (A1) in response to detection of said magnetic field pattern (240) so that
said first electric signal (A1) varies periodically in dependence on said first magnetic field pattern (240) such
that the variation exhibits a first wavelength (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) which depends on said first predetermined
division (Δ1) when the first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A) moves along said first magnetic scale
pattern (35, 140);
a second magneto-electric transducer head (50:2) having a second magneto-electric transducer (50:2A)
adapted to generate a second electric signal (A2) in response to detection of said first magnetic field pattern
(240) so that said second electric signal (A2) varies periodically in dependence on said first magnetic field
pattern (240) such that the variation exhibits said first wavelength (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) dependent on said first
predetermined division (Δ1) when the second magneto-electric transducer (50:2A) moves along said first
magnetic scale pattern (35, 140);
a first signal processing unit (125:1A, 100) comprising

first means (125:1A, 260:1, 150:1) adapted to generate a periodically varying first digital signal (A1D,
SEA1) in dependence on said first electric signal (A1, B1) such that the variation of said first digital
signal (A1D, SEA1) exhibits said first wavelength (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) when the first magneto-electric trans-
ducer (50: 1 A) moves along said first magnetic scale pattern (35, 140); and
second means (125:2A, 260:2, 150:2) adapted to generate a periodically varying second digital signal
(A2D, SEA2) in dependence on said second electric signal (A2) such that the variation of said second
digital signal (A2D, SEA2) exhibits said first wavelength (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) when the second magneto-
electric transducer (50:1A) moves along said first magnetic scale pattern (35, 140); characterized in
that

said scale device (30) includes at least one gap (340) between ends of said first magnetic scale pattern (35,
140); and wherein
said signal generator (45, 50) further comprises:

an analyzer adapted to generate a scale gap indicator signal in dependence on the detection of said gap; and
an output signal producer (220, 230) adapted to produce said encoder output signal in dependence on

said first digital signal (A1D, SEA1),
said second digital signal (A2D. SEA2) and wherein

said output signal producer (220, 230) is adapted to produce said reference signal in dependence on said scale
gap indicator signal.

2. The encoder according to claim 1, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in dependence on

an analysis involving said first digital signal (A1D, SEA1), or
an analysis involving said second digital signal (A2D, SEA2) and/or
a comparative analysis involving said first digital signal (A1D, SEA1) and said second digital signal (A2D, SEA2).

3. The encoder according to claim 1, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in response to detection of a deviation between

the magnetic field pattern (240, 340) as sensed by said first magneto-electric transducer head (50:1) and
the magnetic field pattern (240, 340) sensed by said second magneto-electric transducer head (50:2);
and/or in response to detection (272:1) of a change in
the magnetic field pattern (240, 340) as sensed by said first magneto-electric transducer head (50:1) or
the magnetic field pattern (240, 340) sensed by said second magneto-electric transducer head (50:2).

4. The encoder according to claim 1, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in response to detection of a change in
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the magnetic field pattern (240, 340) as sensed by said first magneto-electric transducer head (50:1) by means
of a Phase error Signal (PDE1) switching from a state indicating No phase error to a state indicating the detection
of a Phase error
and/or
the magnetic field pattern (240, 340) as sensed by said first magneto-electric transducer head (50:1) by means
of a Phase error Signal (PDE1) switching from a state indicating a Phase error to a state indicating No phase error.

5. The encoder according to claim 1, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in dependence on a comparative analysis
involving said first position value estimate (ZEST1) and said second position value estimate (ZEST2).

6. The encoder according to claim 1, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate a First_off_Scale signal indicating that said first magneto-electric transducer
head (50:1) is not in a position to detect the scale when said second position value estimate (ZEST2) indicates a
certain degree of movement whereas said first position value estimate (ZEST1) indicates less movement or substan-
tially no movement and
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in response to said First_off_Scale signal.

7. The encoder according to claim 1, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate a value (e) indicative of difference in detected movement, said difference value
(e) indicating a difference between said second position value estimate (ZEST2) and said first position value estimate
(ZEST1).

8. The encoder according to claim 7, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in response to said difference value (e) reaching
a predetermined value.

9. The encoder according to claim 7, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in response to said difference value (e) reaching
a predetermined value, said predetermined value corresponding to a certain ratio of said gap width value (a).

10. The encoder according to claim 7, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in response to said difference value (e) reaching
a predetermined value, said predetermined value being substantially half of said gap width value (a, Fig 9A).

11. The encoder according to claim 1, wherein said first magneto-electric transducer head (50:1) further comprises:

a first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1B) adapted to generate a first lagged electric signal (B1) in
response to detection of said magnetic field pattern (240) so that said first lagged electric signal (B1) varies
periodically in dependence on said magnetic field pattern (240) such that the variation exhibits said first wave-
length (λ1 λ1MR, λ1H) which depends on said first predetermined division (Δ1) when the first lagged magneto-
electric transducer (50:1 B) moves along said magnetic scale pattern (35, 140);

said first lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:1 B) being positioned in relation to said first transducer (50:1A)
such that, in operation, said first lagged electric signal (B1) varies at a first lag (PD) in relation to said first electric
signal (A1) when said shaft rotates in a clockwise rotational direction (+Z), and such that said first lagged electric
signal (B1) varies at a second lag (-PD) in relation to said first electric signal (A1) when said shaft rotates in a
counterclockwise rotational direction (-Z), said second lag (-PD) being different from said first lag;
said first means (125:1A, 260:1, 150:1) is adapted to also generate a periodically varying first lagged digital signal
(B1D) such that, in operation, said first lagged digital signal (B1) varies at a first lag (PD) in relation to said first digital
signal (A1D) when said shaft rotates in a clockwise rotational direction (+Z), and such that said first lagged electric
signal (B1D) varies at a second lag (-PD) in relation to said first electric signal (A1D) when said shaft rotates in a
counterclockwise rotational direction (-Z), said second lag (-PD) being different from said first lag;
wherein

said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in dependence on an amplitude analysis of
said periodically varying first digital signal (A1D) and
said periodically varying first lagged digital signal (B1D) using the fact that they are substantially quadrature
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signals when the first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A) moves along a first magnetic scale pattern (35, 140).

12. The encoder according to claim 1, wherein said second magneto-electric transducer head (50:2) further comprises:

a second lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:2B) adapted to generate a second lagged electric signal (B2)
in response to detection of said magnetic field pattern (240) so that said second lagged electric signal (B2)
varies periodically in dependence on said magnetic field pattern (240) such that the variation exhibits said first
wavelength (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) which depends on said first predetermined division (Δ1) when the second lagged
magneto-electric transducer (50:2B) moves along said magnetic scale pattern (35, 140);

said second lagged magneto-electric transducer (50:2B) being positioned in relation to said second transducer
(50:2A) such that, in operation, said second lagged electric signal (B2) varies at a first lag (PD) in relation to said
second electric signal (A2) when said shaft rotates in a clockwise rotational direction (+Z), and such that said second
lagged electric signal (B2) varies at a second lag (-PD) in relation to said second electric signal (A2) when said shaft
rotates in a counterclockwise rotational direction (-Z);
said second means (125:2A, 260:2, 150:2) is adapted to also generate a periodically varying second lagged digital
signal (B2D) such that, in operation, said second lagged digital signal (B2D) varies at a first lag (PD) in relation to
said second digital signal (A2D) when said shaft rotates in a clockwise rotational direction (+Z), and such that said
second lagged digital signal (B2D) varies at a second lag (-PD) in relation to said second digital signal (A2D) when
said shaft rotates in a counterclockwise rotational direction (-Z)
wherein
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in dependence on an amplitude analysis of

said periodically varying second digital signal (A2D) and
said periodically varying second lagged digital signal (B2D) using the fact that they are substantially quadrature
signals when the first magneto-electric transducer (50:1A) moves along a first magnetic scale pattern (35, 140).

13. The encoder according to claims 11 and 12, wherein
said analyzer is adapted to set a first amplitude reference value (C1) in dependence an the sum of

the square of said periodically varying first digital signal (A1D) and
the square of said periodically varying first lagged digital signal (B1D); and

said analyzer is adapted to set a second amplitude reference value (C2) in dependence on the sum of

the square of said periodically varying second digital signal (A2D) and
said periodically varying second lagged digital signal (B2D) and
said analyzer is adapted to generate said scale gap indicator signal in dependence on a relation between said
first amplitude reference value (C1) and said second amplitude reference value (C2).

14. The encoder according to any preceding claim, wherein
an encoder user interface is adapted to allow a user to select the use of a selectable scale gap indicator signal (S200);
the encoder allows for the setting of an offset parameter value (FPOFFSET), the offset value being indicative of a
distance from the position of the scale device where the selected scale gap indicator signal is generated to a position
of the scale device (30) which may be firmly attached to the shaft;
the encoder is adapted to identify (S220) a reference amplitude value (FP) in the signal (SEA1) generated by an
arctan function generator module (260:1); said reference amplitude value (FP) occurring at a position (Z) which is
located at a distance substantially corresponding to said offset parameter value (FPOFFSET) from the position
where the selected scale gap indicator signal is generated;
the encoder is adapted to store (S230) said reference amplitude value (FP) as a reference amplitude value (AFP).

15. A method for generating a reference signal by means of an encoder as defined in any of the preceding claims, in
which a selected scale gap indicator signal occurs once per revolution, comprising:

starting a distance meter in response to reception of the selected scale gap indicator signal;
if the distance meter indicates an offset distance (FPOFFSET) from the occurrence of the selected scale gap
indicator signal, comparing a current value of a periodically varying digital signal (A1D, SEA1) with a stored
reference amplitude value (AFP);
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in response to the current value (A1D, SEA1) equaling the stored reference amplitude value (AFP), generating,
by the encoder, a fix point reference signal; and
in response to the fix point reference signal generating the encoder output reference signal.

Patentansprüche

1. Geber (90) zur Detektion der Drehbewegung einer drehbaren Welle (20) in Bezug auf einen Teil (40) einer Maschine
(10), wobei der Geber Folgendes umfasst:

eine Skalenvorrichtung (30) zur Befestigung an einem Umfang der Welle; wobei die Skalenvorrichtung (30)
eine Breite (W) und eine Länge (Z, L) aufweist; wobei die Skalenvorrichtung (30) ein erstes magnetisches
Skalenmuster (35, 140) aufweist, das mehrere magnetische Polelemente (120) umfasst, die mit einer ersten
vorbestimmten Teilung (Δ1) in der Richtung der Länge (Z, L), versehen sind, um ein erstes Magnetfeldmuster
(240) in einem ersten Abstand von einer Oberfläche der Skalenvorrichtung (30) zu erzeugen;
einen Signalgenerator (45, 50) zum Montieren an dem Maschinenteil (40);

wobei der Signalgenerator (45, 50) ein Gehäuse umfasst;
wobei der Signalgenerator (45, 50) ferner Folgendes umfasst:

einen ersten Ausgangsanschluss, der dazu geeignet ist, ein Geber-Ausgangssignal bereitzustellen, das eine
relative Positionsänderung zwischen dem Signalgenerator (45, 50) und der Skalenvorrichtung (30) angibt;
einen zweiten Ausgangsanschluss, der dazu geeignet ist, ein Referenzsignal bereitzustellen, das eine Dreh-
position der Welle angibt;
einen ersten magnetoelektrischen Wandlerkopf (50:1), der einen ersten magnetoelektrischen Wandler (5D:1A)
aufweist, der dazu ausgelegt ist, ein erstes elektrisches Signal (A1) als Antwort auf die Detektion des Magnet-
feldmusters (240) so zu erzeugen, dass das erste elektrische Signal (A1) in Abhängigkeit von dem ersten
Magnetfeldmuster (240) periodisch so variiert, dass die Variation eine erste Wellenlänge (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) aufweist,
die von der ersten vorbestimmten Teilung (Δ1) abhängig ist, wenn sich der erste magnetoelektrische Wandler
(50:1A) entlang der ersten magnetischen Skalenmusters (35, 140) bewegt;
einen zweiten magnetoelektrischen Wandlerkopf (5D:2), der einen zweiten magnetoelektrischen Wandler
(50:2A) aufweiset, der dazu ausgelegt ist, ein zweites elektrisches Signal (A2) als Antwort auf die Detektion
des Magnetfeldmusters (240) so zu erzeugen, dass das zweite elektrische Signal (A2) in Abhängigkeit von dem
ersten Magnetfeldmuster (240) periodisch so variiert, dass die Variation eine erste Wellenlänge (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H)
aufweist, die von der ersten vorbestimmten Teilung (Δ1) abhängig ist, wenn sich der zweite magnetoelektrische
Wandler (50:2A) entlang der ersten magnetischen Skalenmusters (35, 140) bewegt;
eine erste Signalverarbeitungseinheit (125: 1A, 100), die Folgendes umfasst:

erste Mittel (125:1A, 260:1, 150:1), die dazu ausgelegt sind, ein periodisch variierendes erstes Digitalsignal
(A1D, SEA1) in Abhängigkeit von dem ersten elektrischen Signal (A1, B1) so zu erzeugen, dass die Variation
des ersten Digitalsignals (A1D, SEA1) die erste Wellenlänge (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) aufweist, wenn sich der erste
magnetoelektrische Wandler (50:1A) entlang des ersten magnetischen Skalenmusters (35, 140) bewegt;
und
zweite Mittel (125:2A, 260:2, 150:2), die dazu ausgelegt sind, ein periodisch variierendes zweites Digital-
signal (A2D, SEA2) in Abhängigkeit von dem zweiten elektrischen Signal (A2) so zu erzeugen, dass die
Variation des zweiten Digitalsignals (A2D, SEA2) die erste Wellenlänge (λ1 λ1MR λ1H) aufweist, wenn sich
der zweite magnetoelektrische Wandler (50:1A) entlang des ersten magnetischen Skalenmusters (35, 140)
bewegt;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

die Skalenvorrichtung (30) mindestens einen Spalt (340) zwischen Enden des ersten magnetischen Skalen-
musters (35, 140) umfasst; und wobei
der Signalgenerator (45, 50) ferner Folgendes umfasst:

einen Analysator, der dazu ausgelegt ist, ein Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal in Abhängigkeit von der Detektion
des Spaltes zu erzeugen; und
einen Ausgangssignalerzeuger (220, 230), der dazu ausgelegt ist, das Geber-Ausgangssignal in Abhän-
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gigkeit von Folgendem zu erzeugen:

dem ersten Digitalsignal (A1D, SEA1),
dem zweiten Digitalsignal (A2D, SEA2) und wobei

der Ausgangssignalerzeuger (220, 230) dazu ausgelegt ist, das Referenzsignal in Abhängigkeit von dem
Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal zu erzeugen.

2. Geber nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal in Abhängigkeit von Folgendem zu erzeugen:

einer Analyse, die das erste Digitalsignal (A1D, SEA1) einbezieht, oder
einer Analyse, die das zweite Digitalsignal (A2D, SEA2) einbezieht, und/oder
einer vergleichenden Analyse, die das erste Digitalsignal (A1D, SEA1) und das zweite Digitalsignal (A2D, SEA2)
einbezieht.

3. Geber nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das SkalenlückenIndikatorsignal als Antwort auf eine Detektion einer Abweichung
zwischen

dem Magnetfeldmuster (240, 340), das durch den ersten magnetoelektrischen Wandlerkopf (50:1) erfasst wird,
und
dem Magnetfeldmuster (240, 340), das durch den zweiten magnetoelektrischen Wandlerkopf (50:2) erfasst wird;
und/oder als Antwort auf eine Detektion (272:1) einer Änderung in
dem Magnetfeldmuster (240, 340), das durch den ersten magnetoelektrischen Wandlerkopf (50:1) erfasst wird,
und
dem Magnetfeldmuster (240, 340), das durch den zweiten magnetoelektrischen Wandlerkopf (50:2) erfasst wird,

zu erzeugen.

4. Geber nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal als Antwort auf eine Detektion einer Änderung in

dem Magnetfeldmuster (240, 340), das durch den ersten magnetoelektrische Wandlerkopf (50:1) erfasst wird,
mittels eines Wechselns eines Phasenfehlersignals (PDE1) von einem Zustand, der keinen Phasenfehler angibt,
zu einem Zustand, der die Detektion eines Phasenfehlers angibt,
und/oder
dem Magnetfeldmuster (240, 340), das durch den erste magnetoelektrische Wandlerkopf (50:1) erfasst wird,
mittels eines Umschaltens eines Phasenfehlersignals (PDE1) von einem Zustand, der einen Phasenfehler
angibt, zu einem Zustand, der keinen Phasenfehler angibt,

zu erzeugen.

5. Geber nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal in Abhängigkeit von einer vergleichenden Ana-
lyse, die die erste Positionswertschätzung (ZEST1) und die zweite Positionswertschätzung (ZEST2) einbezieht, zu
erzeugen.

6. Geber nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, ein "First_off_Scale"-Signal zu erzeugen, das angibt, dass der erste magnetoe-
lektrische Wandlerkopf (50:1) nicht in einer Position ist, die Skala zu detektieren, wenn die zweite Positionswert-
schätzung (ZEST2) ein gewisses Ausmaß von Bewegung angibt, während die erste Positionswertschätzung (ZEST1)
weniger Bewegung oder im Wesentlichen keine Bewegung angibt, und
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal als Antwort auf das "First_off_Scale"-Signal
zu erzeugen.

7. Geber nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, einen Wert (e), der eine Differenz in einer detektierten Bewegung angibt, zu
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erzeugen, wobei der Differenzwert (e) eine Differenz zwischen der zweiten Positionswertschätzung (ZEST2) und der
ersten Positionswertschätzung (ZEST1) angibt.

8. Geber nach Anspruch 7, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal als Antwort darauf, dass der Differenzwert (e)
einen vorbestimmten Wert erreicht, zu erzeugen.

9. Geber nach Anspruch 7, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal als Antwort darauf, dass der Differenzwert (e)
einen vorbestimmten Wert erreicht, zu erzeugen, wobei der vorbestimmte Wert einem gewissen Anteil des Spalt-
breitenwerts (a) entspricht.

10. Geber nach Anspruch 7, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal als Antwort darauf, dass der Differenzwert (e)
einen vorbestimmten Wert erreicht, zu erzeugen, wobei der vorbestimmte Wert im Wesentlichen die Hälfte des
Spaltbreitenwerts (a, Fig. 9A) beträgt.

11. Geber nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste magnetoelektrische Wandlerkopf (50:1) ferner Folgendes umfasst:

einen ersten verzögerten magnetoelektrischen Wandler (50:1B), der dazu ausgelegt ist, ein erstes verzögertes
elektrisches Signal (B1) als Antwort auf eine Detektion des Magnetfeldmusters (240) so zu erzeugen, dass das
erste verzögerte elektrische Signal (B1) in Abhängigkeit von dem Magnetfeldmuster (240) so periodisch variiert,
dass die Variation die erste Wellenlänge (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) aufweist, die von der ersten vorbestimmten Teilung
(Δ1) abhängt, wenn sich der erste verzögerte magnetoelektrische Wandler (50:1B) entlang des magnetischen
Skalenmusters (35, 140) bewegt;

wobei der erste verzögerte magnetoelektrische Wandler (50:1B) relativ zu dem ersten Wandler (50:1A) so positioniert
ist, dass im Betrieb das erste verzögerte elektrische Signal (B1) mit einer ersten Verzögerung (PD) relativ zu dem
ersten elektrischen Signal (A1) variiert, wenn sich die Welle in einer Uhrzeigersinn-Drehrichtung (+Z) dreht, und
dass das erste verzögerte elektrische Signal (B1) mit einer zweiten Verzögerung (-PD) relativ zu dem ersten elek-
trischen Signal (A1) variiert, wenn sich die Welle in einer Gegenuhrzeigersinn-Drehrichtung (-Z) dreht, wobei die
zweite Verzögerung (-PD) von der ersten Verzögerung verschieden ist;
wobei die ersten Mittel (125:1A, 260:1, 150:1) zudem dazu ausgelegt sind, ein periodisch variierendes erstes Digi-
talsignal (B1D) so zu erzeugen, dass im Betrieb das erste verzögerte Digitalsignal (B1) mit einer ersten Verzögerung
(PD) relativ zu dem ersten Digitalsignal (A1D) variiert, wenn sich die Welle in einer Uhrzeigersinn-Drehrichtung (+Z)
dreht, und dass das erste verzögerte elektrische Signal (B1D) mit einer zweiten Verzögerung (-PD) relativ zu dem
ersten elektrischen Signal (A1D) variiert, wenn sich die Welle in einer Gegenuhrzeigersinn-Drehrichtung (-z) dreht,
wobei die zweite Verzögerung (-PD) von der ersten Verzögerung verschieden ist;
wobei

der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal in Abhängigkeit von einer Amplitudenana-
lyse
des periodisch variierenden ersten Digitalsignals (A1D) und
des periodisch variierenden ersten verzögerten Digitalsignals (B1D) zu erzeugen, wobei die Tatsache verwendet
wird, dass sie im Wesentlichen Quadratursignale sind, wenn sich der erste magnetoelektrische Wandler (50:1A)
entlang eines ersten magnetischen Skalenmusters (35, 140) bewegt.

12. Geber nach Anspruch 1, wobei der zweite magnetoelektrische Wandlerkopf (50:2) ferner Folgendes umfasst:

einen zweiten verzögerten magnetoelektrischen Wandler (50:2B), der dazu ausgelegt ist, ein zweites verzö-
gertes elektrisches Signal (B2) als Antwort auf eine Detektion des Magnetfeldmusters (240) so zu erzeugen,
dass das zweite verzögerte elektrische Signal (B2) in Abhängigkeit von dem Magnetfeldmuster (240) so peri-
odisch variiert, dass die Variation die erste Wellenlänge (λ1, λ1MR, λ1H) aufweist, die von der ersten vorbe-
stimmten Teilung (Δ1) abhängt, wenn sich der zweite verzögerte magnetoelektrische Wandler (50:2B) entlang
des magnetischen Skalenmusters (35, 140) bewegt;

wobei der zweite verzögerte magnetoelektrische Wandler (50:2B) relativ zu dem zweiten Wandler (50:2A) so posi-
tioniert ist, dass im Betrieb das zweite verzögerte elektrische Signal (B2) mit einer ersten Verzögerung (PD) relativ
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zu dem zweiten elektrischen Signal (A2) variiert, wenn sich die Welle in einer Uhrzeigersinn-Drehrichtung (+Z) dreht,
und dass das zweiten verzögerte elektrische Signal (B2) mit einer zweiten Verzögerung (-PD) relativ zu dem zweiten
elektrischen Signal (A2) variiert, wenn sich die Welle in einer Gegenuhrzeigersinn-Drehrichtung (-Z) dreht;
wobei die zweiten Mittel (125:2A, 260:2, 150:2) zudem dazu ausgelegt sind, ein periodisch variierendes zweites
Digitalsignal (B2D) so zu erzeugen, dass im Betrieb das zweite verzögerte Digitalsignal (B2D) mit einer ersten
Verzögerung (PD) relativ zu dem zweiten Digitalsignal (A2D) variiert, wenn sich die Welle in einer Uhrzei.gersinn-
Drehrichtung (+Z) dreht, und dass das zweite verzögerte elektrische Signal (B2D) mit einer zweiten Verzögerung
(-PD) relativ zu dem zweiten elektrischen Signal (A2D) variiert, wenn sich die Welle in einer Gegenuhrzeigersinn-
Drehrichtung (-Z) dreht;
wobei

der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal in Abhängigkeit von einer Amplitudenana-
lyse
des periodisch variierenden zweiten Digitalsignals (A2D) und
des periodisch variierenden zweiten verzögerten Digitalsignals (B2D) zu erzeugen, wobei die Tatsache verwen-
det wird, dass sie im Wesentlichen Quadratursignale sind, wenn sich der erste magnetoelektrische Wandler
(50:1A) entlang eines ersten magnetischen Skalenmusters (35, 140) bewegt.

13. Geber nach den Ansprüchen 11 und 12, wobei
der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, einen ersten Amplitudenreferenzwert (C1) in Abhängigkeit von der Summe

des Quadrats des periodisch variierenden ersten Digitalsignals (A1D) und
des Quadrats des periodisch variierenden verzögerten ersten Digitalsignals (B1D) festzulegen; und

der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, einen zweiten Amplitudenreferenzwert (C2) in Abhängigkeit von der Summe

des Quadrats des periodisch variierenden zweiten Digitalsignals (A2D) und
des Quadrats des periodisch variierenden verzögerten zweiten Digitalsignals (B2D) festzulegen; und

der Analysator dazu ausgelegt ist, das Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal in Abhängigkeit von einer Beziehung zwischen
dem ersten Amplitudenreferenzwert (C1) und dem zweiten Amplitudenreferenzwert (C2) zu erzeugen.

14. Geber nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei
eine Geber-Anwenderoberfläche dazu ausgelegt ist, es einem Anwender zu ermöglichen, die Verwendung eines
auswählbaren Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignals (S200) auszuwählen;
der Geber die Festlegung eines Versatzparameterwerts (FPOFFSET) ermöglicht, wobei der Versatzwert einen
Abstand von der Position der Skalenvorrichtung angibt, wobei das ausgewählte Skalerilücken-Indikatorsignal für
eine Position der Skalenvorrichtung (30) erzeugt wird, die fest an der Welle angebracht sein kann;
der Geber dazu ausgelegt ist, einen Referenzamplitudenwert (FP) in dem Signal (SEA1), das durch ein Arkustangens-
Funktions-Generatormodul (260:1) erzeugt wird, zu identifizieren (S220); wobei der Referenzamplitudenwert (FP)
an einer Position (Z) auftritt, die sich in einem Abstand, der im Wesentlichen dem Versatzparameterwert (FPOFFSET)
entspricht, von der Position befindet, an der das ausgewählte Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal erzeugt wird;
der Geber dazu ausgelegt ist, den Referenzamplitudenwert (FP) als Referenzamplitudenwert (AFP) zu speichern
(S230).

15. Verfahren zum Erzeugen eines Referenzsignals mittels eines Gebers nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
wobei ein ausgewähltes Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignal einmal pro Umdrehung auftritt, wobei das Verfahren Folgen-
des umfasst:

Starten eines Abstandsmessers als Antwort auf den Empfang des ausgewählten Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignals;
dann, wenn der Abstandsmesser einen Versatzabstand (FPOFFSET) von dem Auftreten des ausgewählten
Skalenlücken-Indikatorsignals angibt, Vergleichen eines aktuellen Werts eines periodisch variierenden Digital-
signals (A1D, SEA1) mit einem gespeicherten Referenzamplitudenwert (AFP);
als Antwort darauf, dass der aktuelle Wert (A1D, SEA1) gleich dem gespeicherten Referenzamplitudenwert (AFP)
ist, Erzeugen eines Fixpunkt-Referenzsignals durch den Geber; und
als Antwort auf das Fixpunkt-Referenzsignal, Erzeugen des Geber-Ausgangsreferenzsignals.
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Revendications

1. Codeur (90) destiné à détecter le mouvement de rotation d’un arbre tournant (20) par rapport à une pièce (40) de
machine (10), le codeur comprenant :

un dispositif d’échelle (30) destiné à être fixé à la circonférence dudit arbre, ledit dispositif d’échelle (30) pré-
sentant une certaine largeur (W) et une certaine longueur (Z, L), ledit dispositif d’échelle (30) incluant une
première séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140) comprenant une pluralité d’éléments polaires magnétiques
(120) dotés d’une première division (Δ1) prédéterminée dans la direction de ladite longueur (Z, L) de façon à
générer un premier diagramme de champ magnétique (240) à une première distance de la surface dudit dispositif
d’échelle (30),
un générateur de signal (45, 50) destiné à être monté sur ladite pièce de machine (40), ledit générateur de
signal (45, 50) comprenant une enveloppe ; ledit générateur de signal (45, 50) comprenant en outre :

une première borne de sortie convenant à fournir un signal de sortie de codeur indiquant un changement
en relatif de position entre ledit générateur de signal (45, 50) et ledit dispositif d’échelle (30),
une seconde borne de sortie convenant à la fourniture d’un signal de référence indiquant la position de
rotation dudit arbre,
une première tête de transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1) comportant un premier transducteur magnéto
électrique (50 : 1A) conçu pour générer un premier signal électrique (A1) en réponse à la détection dudit
diagramme de champ magnétique (240) de telle sorte que ledit premier signal électrique (A1) varie pério-
diquement en fonction dudit premier diagramme de champ magnétique (240) de telle sorte que la variation
indique une première longueur d’onde (λ, λ1MR, λ1H) qui dépend de ladite première division prédéterminée
(Δ1) lorsque le premier transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1A) se déplace le long de ladite première
séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140),
une seconde tête de transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 2) comportant un second transducteur magnéto
électrique (50 : 2A) conçu pour générer un second signal électrique (A2) en réponse à la détection dudit
premier diagramme de champ magnétique (240) de telle sorte que ledit second signal électrique (A2) varie
périodiquement en fonction du dit premier diagramme de champ magnétique (240) de sorte à ce que la
variation indique ladite première longueur d’onde (λ, λ1MR, λ1H) dépendante de ladite première division
prédéterminée (Δ1) lorsque le second transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 2A) se déplace le long de ladite
première séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140),
une première unité de traitement du signal (125 . 1A, 100) comprenant :

un premier moyen (125 : 1A, 260 : 1, 150 : 1) conçu pour générer un premier signal numérique (A1D,
SEA1) variant périodiquement en fonction dudit premier signal électrique (A1, B1) de telle sorte que la
variation dudit premier signal numérique (A1D, SEA1) indique ladite première longueur d’ onde (λ, λ1MR,
λ1H) lorsque le premier transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1A) se déplace long de ladite première
séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140), et
un second moyen (125 : 2A, 260 : 2, 150 : 2) conçu pour générer un second signal numérique (A2D,
SEA2) variant périodiquement en fonction dudit second signal électrique (A2) de telle sorte que la
variation dudit seconde signal numérique (A2D, SEA2) indique ladite première longueur d’onde (λ, λ1MR,
λ1H) lorsque le second transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1A) se déplace long de ladite première
séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140) ; caractérisé en ce que :

ledit dispositif d’échelle (30) inclut au moins un entrefer (340) entre les extrémités de ladite première
séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140) ; et dans lequel
ledit générateur de signal (45, 50) comprend en outre :

un analyseur conçu pour générer un signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en fonction de la
détection dudit entrefer, et
un dispositif d’élaboration de signal de sortie (220, 230) conçu pour élaborer ledit signal de
sortie de codeur en fonction :

dudit premier signal numérique (A1D, SEA1), ou
dudit second signal numérique (A2D, SEA2), et dans lequel

ledit dispositif d’élaboration de signal de sortie (220, 230) est conçu pour élaborer ledit signal
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de référence en fonction dudit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle.

2. Codeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en fonction :

d’une analyse mettant en oeuvre ledit premier signal numérique (A1D, SEA1), ou
d’une analyse mettant en oeuvre ledit second signal numérique (A2D, SEA2) et/ou
d’une analyse comparative mettant en oeuvre ledit premier signal numérique (A1D, SEA1) et ledit second
signal numérique (A2D, SEA2).

3. Codeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en réponse à la détection d’un
écart entre :

le diagramme de champ magnétique (240, 340) détecté par ladite première tête de transducteur magnéto
électrique (50 : 1), et
le diagramme de champ magnétique (240, 340) détecté par ladite seconde tête de transducteur magnéto
électrique (50 : 2),
et/ou, en réponse à la détection (272 : 1) d’un changement dans :

le diagramme de champ magnétique (240, 340) détecté par ladite première tête de transducteur ma-
gnéto électrique (50 : 1), ou
le diagramme de champ magnétique (240, 340) détecté par ladite seconde tête de transducteur magnéto
électrique (50 : 2).

4. Codeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en réponse à la détection d’un
changement :

du diagramme de champ magnétique (240, 230) détecté par ladite première tête de transducteur magnéto
électrique (50 : 1) au moyen d’un signal d’erreur de phase (PDE1) basculant depuis un état n’indiquant
aucune erreur de phase à un état indiquant la détection d’une erreur de phase,
et/ou
du diagramme de champ magnétique (240, 230) détecté par ladite première tête de transducteur magnéto
électrique (50 : 1) au moyen d’un signal d’erreur de phase (PDE1) basculant depuis un état indiquant une
erreur de phase à un état n’indiquant aucune erreur de phase.

5. Codeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en fonction d’une analyse
comparative mettant en oeuvre ladite première estimation de valeur de position (ZEST1) et ladite seconde
estimation de valeur de position (ZEST2).

6. Codeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer un signal « First_off_scale » indiquant que ladite première tête de trans-
ducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1) n’est pas dans une position permettant de détecter l’échelle lorsque ladite
seconde estimation de valeur de position (ZEST2) indique un certain degré de mouvement alors que ladite
première estimation de valeur de position (ZEST1) indique moins de mouvement ou pratiquement aucun mou-
vement, et
ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en réponse au dit signal
« First_off_scale ».

7. Codeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
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ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer une valeur(e) indiquant la différence de mouvements détectés, ladite
valeur de différence (e) indiquant la différence entre ladite seconde estimation de valeur de position (ZEST2) et
ladite première estimation de valeur de position (ZEST1).

8. Codeur selon la revendication 7, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en réponse à ladite valeur de
différence (e) lorsqu’elle atteint une valeur prédéterminée.

9. Codeur selon la revendication 7, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en réponse à ladite valeur de
différence (e) lorsqu’elle atteint une valeur prédéterminée, ladite valeur prédéterminée correspondant à une
certaine proportion de ladite valeur de largeur d’entrefer (a).

10. Codeur selon la revendication 7, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en réponse à ladite valeur de
différence (e) lorsqu’elle atteint une valeur prédéterminée, ladite valeur prédéterminée valant sensiblement la
moitié de ladite valeur de largeur d’entrefer (a, figure 9A).

11. Codeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite première tête de transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1) com-
prend en outre :

un premier transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1B) décalé conçu pour générer un premier signal électrique
(B1) décalé en réponse à la détection dudit diagramme de champ magnétique (240) de telle sorte que ledit
premier signal électrique (B1) décalé varie périodiquement en fonction dudit diagramme de champ magnétique
(240) afin que la variation indique ladite première longueur d’onde (λ, λ1MR, λ1H) qui dépend de ladite première
division (Δ1) prédéterminée lorsque le premier transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1B) décalé se déplace le
long de ladite séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140),

ledit premier transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1B) décalé étant positionné par rapport au dit premier transducteur
(50 : 1A) de sorte que, en service, ledit premier signal électrique (B1) décalé varie à un premier décalage (PD) se
rapportant au dit premier signal électrique (A1) lorsque ledit arbre tourne dans le sens de rotation des aiguilles d’une
montre (+Z), et de sorte que ledit premier signal électrique (B1) décalé varie à un second décalage (-PD) par rapport
au dit premier signal électrique (A1) lorsque ledit arbre tourne dans le sens de rotation inverse des aiguilles d’une
montre (-Z), ledit second décalage (-PD) étant différent du premier décalage,
ledit premier moyen (125 : 1A, 260 : 1, 150 : 1) est conçu pour générer également un premier signal numérique
(B1D) décalé variant périodiquement de sorte que, en service, ledit premier signal électrique (B1) décalé varie à un
premier décalage (PD) par rapport au dit premier signal numérique (A1D) lorsque ledit arbre tourne dans le sens de
rotation des aiguilles d’une montre (+Z) et de sorte que ledit premier signal électrique (B1D) décalé varie à un second
décalage (-PD) par rapport au dit premier signal électrique (A1D) lorsque ledit arbre tourne dans le sens de rotation
inverse des aiguilles d’une montre (-Z), ledit second décalage (-PD) étant différent dudit premier décalage,
dans lequel
ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en fonction d’une analyse
d’amplitude :

dudit premier signal numérique (A1D) variant périodiquement et
dudit premier signal numérique (B1D) décalé variant périodiquement en utilisant le fait qu’il s’agit de signaux
pratiquement en quadrature lorsque le premier transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1A) se déplace le long
d’une première séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140).

12. Codeur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite seconde tête de transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 2) com-
prend en outre :

un second transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 2B) décalé conçu pour générer un second signal électrique
(B2) décalé en réponse à la détection dudit diagramme de champ magnétique (240) de telle sorte que ledit
second signal électrique (B2) décalé varie périodiquement en fonction dudit diagramme de champ magnétique
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(240) afin que la variation indique ladite première longueur d’onde (λ, λ1MR, λ1H) qui dépend de ladite première
division (Δ1) prédéterminée lorsque le second transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 2B) décalé se déplace le
long de ladite séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140),

ledit second transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 2B) décalé étant positionné par rapport au dit second transducteur
(50 : 2A) de sorte que, en service, ledit second signal électrique (B2) décalé varie à un premier décalage (PD) se
rapportant au dit second signal électrique (A2) lorsque ledit arbre tourne dans le sens de rotation des aiguilles d’une
montre (+Z), et de sorte que ledit second signal électrique (B2) décalé varie à un second décalage (-PD) par rapport
au dit second signal électrique (A2) lorsque ledit arbre tourne dans le sens de rotation inverse des aiguilles d’une
montre (-Z),
ledit second moyen (125 : 2A, 260 : 2, 150 : 2) est conçu pour générer également un second signal numérique
(B2D) décalé variant périodiquement de sorte que, en service, ledit second signal numérique (B2D) décalé varie à
un premier décalage (PD) par rapport au dit second signal numérique (A2D) lorsque ledit arbre tourne dans le sens
de rotation des aiguilles d’une montre (+Z) et de sorte que ledit second signal numérique (B2D) décalé varie à un
second décalage (-PD) par rapport au dit second signal numérique (A2D) lorsque ledit arbre tourne dans le sens de
rotation inverse des aiguilles d’une montre (-Z),
dans lequel
ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en fonction d’une analyse
d’amplitude :

dudit second signal numérique (A2D) variant périodiquement et
dudit second signal numérique (B2D) décalé variant périodiquement en utilisant le fait qu’il s’agit de signaux
pratiquement en quadrature lorsque le premier transducteur magnéto électrique (50 : 1A) se déplace le long
d’une première séquence d’échelle magnétique (35, 140).

13. Codeur selon les revendications 11 et 12, dans lequel :

ledit analyseur est conçu pour établir une première valeur de référence d’amplitude (C1) en fonction de la
somme :

du carré dudit premier signal numérique (A1D) variant périodiquement, et
du carré dudit premier signal numérique (B1D) décalé variant périodiquement, et

ledit analyseur est conçu pour établir une seconde valeur de référence d’amplitude (C2) en fonction de la somme :

du carré dudit second signal numérique (A2D) variant périodiquement, et
dudit second signal numérique (B2D) décalé variant périodiquement, et

ledit analyseur est conçu pour générer ledit signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle en fonction d’une relation entre
ladite première valeur de référence d’amplitude (C1) et ladite seconde valeur de référence d’amplitude (C2).

14. Codeur selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel :

l’interface utilisateur de codeur est conçue pour permettre à un utilisateur de sélectionner (S200) l’utilisation
d’un signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle sélectionnable,
le codeur permet l’établissement d’une valeur de paramètre de décalage (FPOFFSET), la valeur de décalage
indiquant la distance partant de la position du dispositif d’échelle où est généré le signal indicateur d’entrefer
d’échelle sélectionné à une position du dispositif d’échelle (30) qui peut être solidement fixé à l’arbre,
le codeur est conçu pour identifier (S220) une valeur d’amplitude de référence (FP) dans le signal (SEA1) généré
par un module générateur de fonction arc tangente (260 : 1), ladite valeur d’amplitude de référence (FP) appa-
raissant à une position (Z) qui est située à une distance correspondant sensiblement à ladite valeur du paramètre
de décalage (FPOFFSET) à partir de la position où est généré le signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle sélectionné,
le codeur est conçu pour stocker (S230) ladite valeur d’amplitude de référence (FP) comme valeur d’amplitude
de référence (AFP).

15. Procédé de génération d’un signal de référence au moyen d’un codeur tel que défini dans l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel un signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle sélectionné se produit une fois
par révolution, comprenant :
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le démarrage d’un compteur de distance en réponse à la réception du signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle
sélectionné,
la comparaison de la valeur courante d’un signal numérique (A1D, SEA1) variant périodiquement à la valeur
d’amplitude de référence (AFP) stockée si le compteur de distance indique une distance de décalage (FPOFF-
SET) à partir de l’apparition du signal indicateur d’entrefer d’échelle sélectionné,
l’égalisation, de la valeur d’amplitude de référence (AFP) stockée en réponse à la valeur (A1D, SEA1) courante,
en générant, grâce au codeur, un signal de référence de point fixe, et
la génération du signal de référence de sortie de codeur en réponse au signal de référence de point fixe.
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